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Taskfbice on The Churches and Corporate RespouiMiaUy

%
Canada Is one of the five-nation Contact Group wihlchJn 1977 assum

ed tesponsMtty for bringing about a peaceful and Just Independence for 
NamMa.' Unu^llng to badt arnied resistance, and In an dfort to avoid a 
Security Council sanctions resohiHon, the Contact Group asked for time 
to seek South Africa's cooperation in a setdement for Namfoia. The five 
years of kioonckislue negotiations have gwen South Africa time toconsolidate 
its administrative and mililaty hold over Namibia, and the West a tactical 
excuse to i^Kire United Nations resolutions ooicemlng Namfola.

Wide totematianal participation in the removal of Namibian mineial
resoiBces casts a question mark over the impartiality of the Contact Gron).
All five nations have powerful corporate Msrests Involved in various aspects 
of the resource sector In Namibia, expecldly in the uranium inckistiy. Their 
continued gain from the extraction of deptetaWe resources without change 
ta the conditions under which these resources are suppfied, would appear 
to raqMfre the oontinualian of South Africa’s iOegal occupation of Namibia..

Canada's Raafnasa to intarnatlonal Unr

TheCanaifianGowemmenfsofllclelposIlionlsIhatlsdoesnotiiBoogntee 
Sout Africa’s jisiscfiction over Nanfibla, but the position Is not supported ^ 
by constotent action and regulation.

Terntnctkm of the Mamkte, 1966

Coiada voted in favor of the Generd AssatiMy resolution ki 1966which 
tcrndnated South Africa’s mandate over Namfoia, on the pounds that tt 
had failed to fulfifilts obfigations. However, Canada has not aooepisd the
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implications of this action as expressed In further actions of the General 
Assembly and the Security Council
J

The UN Council for Namibia, 1967
If Canada had been disposed to do SO, it iTi^ have carried out some 

of the provisions of the resolutions without the use of the United Naticns 
p Act. The 1977 Security Council resolution which called far an arms em

bargo on South Africa is viewed to be enforced In Canada by action at the 
Ministerial level throu^ the use of the Export and Import Permits Act* The
same Act could be used to control or facM exports and biaxxts of goods 
to and horn Namibia.

However, Canadtan policy against economic measures was jusfiflod on
the following grouiKls;

Thai w two ie»o«: ant «• w«nt to b« v«y wre that w do not penab* 
CanaJan oonpanlaa that may have bam acaw In that cotaWyfaJrtamata
and periectly accaptabla piapoaet... \

There ta a aaoond leaaoo why we are wahhokins, fat the time being, any 
iiethw action. We conlfaue to hope lhat there la a paaceU and taeifackxy tckh 
lion fat Nanebla, one that wi bttng about equaity - one men, one vote. We
hope tWa can be done thtou^ negollatlont and the ptoceaa In which Canada 
la pmicfaatku, uHch niatta to the Ire Waatam nrehben of the SaaHly CoieicS 
taMis wah the Government of SoWh AMca and othw pattiea ooncamed.’

The CanaJan Government Still aloavs Canadtan corporations opaaUng 
I In Nandbla to deduct as business expenses taxes paid to the South Afaican 

administration.'But the provision of such tax credtts constltiites a teco^
tion of the legal jurisdfa^ of South Afatca In Namfaia and an Incentive 
for the expansion of Canadian foreign InvestmenL

OMed Nations Decree No. 1, 1974

I Namibia Is rich In ndnetal deposits. After the tennination of South
Africa’s rrandate, and the Security Council resolution notwtthstanJng.
western mining companies continued to operate under the iegal admlnlsttB-
tion, revenues and taxes continued to be paid to the Pretoria government, 
and no legtd erHerla existed to prevent the export of NartAla’s mhwtal 
resources.

In 1974, Uidlid rfallons Decree No. 1 fc» «» Protection of the Natural 
Resources of Nwidbia was enactadby the UN Councfl for Namibia and ap-

i

When the General Assembly in 1%7 established the UN Council for 
Namibia to administer the territory until Independence, Canada abstained.

Couldmng tht prapored CoukTi mandafa unrealistic In view of the con- 
Hnued South Abfcan occupation of the tanttoy, and questioning whether the 
fcitaiests of the United Natfans would be well saved by setting up a council to 
parfcmi m bipoasMe tadc, Canada abstained In the vote on the resolution, whdi 
was nevertheless adopted.'

Security CouncU Actions, 1970

Security Cotmdl resolutions 276 and 283 in 1970 called upon states 
to avoid actions which would legitimize South Africa’s presence in Namibia. 
States were asked to end commercial, industrial and Investment activities 
in Namibia by their state controlled companies; to withhold government 
loans, credit and other farms of financial support from other companies in
volved in bade or commerce with Namibia; and to discourage companies | 
from investing or obtaining concessions In Namibia by withhokfrng protec
tion of such bivestment against dabns of a futue lawful Nmdblan 
gowemment.*

Because of the refusal of South Africa to withdraw from Nandbia, the 
Security Council sought the opinion of the bitemational Court of Justice 
In 1971. h confirmed that South Africa’s presence in Namibia was illegal 
and that members of the United Nations were obtged to refrain from any 
acts which would Imply reco^iltion of the legality of, or lend support to. 
South African aihnlntabatluii of Namfaia.'

Howeve, Canada took the position that the Security Council resolu
tions woe not mendatoni. In spMc of the opinions of the bitemational Cowt, < 
Canada In Its Untted Nations Act provides only for the implementation of "j 
Security Council resolutions adopted under Ch^ Vn of the United Na
tions Charter, and phrased bi a mandatory fashion by the use of the word 
‘deddes.’ Seiutty Councfl resolutions 276 and 283 did not meet these
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proved by ttie GenenI Assembly. The Deaee establshes that the pernils-
ston of the UN CoukJ far Nainibto must be started far the exploeatton, 
n**»prooesati«.ssfc«c» exporting of any Namfbltn resource. Rescxaees 
td«n wHhout pomissfan and the vehldes canjAig them tee subfect to seizure
Mid farfciture by or on behalf of the UN Councd far Namibia.*

The CMiadan Government does not raoosilae Decree No. 1.'*

The Heaings on NanMan UranUn

The General Assembly requested the UN Council far Namibia to ex- 
Mi*ie the expfaitBtlon of and trade h Namfclan leanlum by foreign economic
Interests, and Heertngs were held In July 1900."

The Report on the Heerkigs estabished the extensive involvement of 
some states and tMr cooperations In the extraction, processing and sale
of NandbiHi loanlum at the fastest potsUe rate, even in excess of theb 
actual needs, as a hedge against the time whan Nannlbla and South Afcica 
could soon aooouit far as much as 50 percent of the total urankim ki market- 
economy couitiles avalable far export without sivpller restrictions on end 
use. Nmnibla is ^ a cheap souroe of innium, because of low wages, and 
low production ports made possihle by InadequaiB health and environmen- 
tel protection.

The Report also condudad that South Arica, which has neiiher oil nor 
adequate utardum Sipples wNhfei IIS own terrlhxy, is using NatnUan uranhxn 
to develop its nudere peopartL fa addllon, the laanlum provides taxes paid 
by Ihe mining companies and farelffi exchange derived from exports. Final
ly, Namibian uranium appeem to ^ Soulh Ahica a de  ̂of polllcal and 
economic leverage in the fotmulallon of foteipi pdcy towards South Africa 
by the coudties Involved with Namibian uranium.'*

Canada and NmrtblMi Uianhan: Extiactton. Eiploialion.

Canada, Fienoe, Germany, Japan, Switzeriand, Britain and die Unlled Slates 
of America, to prohibtt thelt stateovmed and other corporations from al 
dedtags in Naitdblan uranium.'* Canada has not heeded die reipiesL

Extraction

The Rossing irine Is the only active uranium mine In NamWa. bi 1966
satRoss-Wo Unto anc (RTZ) obtained the rishts to the uranium 

tog. Mil h 1970Rossing Uranium Ltd., the world’s largest nidne, was form
ed. Hosshrfs malot equity holders are RTZ, of the IWted Kingdom, 46.5%;
fridustrid Developmtnt Corporation (IDC) of South Africa, 13.2%; Rio 
Algom of Creiada (a subsldteiy of RTZ of Soidh Africa), 10%; Total-
Conpe^de iidniire rt nudealre of France, 10%; General Mning and Finance 
Corporrtlon of South Africa, 6.8%. Throuah the voting
power of ttfartrt classes of shares, effective voting control Is to the hands
of the South African shareholders.'*

Rio Algamfs irart ownership of the Rossing ndne involves it to respon-
sibgity for the working contfrdons In the mine, and to cooperation for the
defence of the mit» with t|^ Soudi African ndbary.

j
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- WfartBfpCbndMons:ThcwotktogcondtttonsatRosatogprovldecom- 
pdfcig reasons for supporting the Udted Nations posMonlhrt corporations
should not ndne Nandblan resources during the ilegal South African oc-
cipatlonofNaftdbla.Wages,houstog,andme(*calservlcesarealorganlz- 
ed to accordance with the apartheid system.'* There Is no radon, and black

after a brief striie to 1978. These
are the oorxfrtlons despite the fact *af Rossing is apparently attenpttog to
asUbIsh a reputation as a good employer.'*

The Rossbp mine is located to the ndddfa of a large desert area, so 
that envlronmadal Mid heakh problems arise from altbome rartoacUve rkist 
parlldes from the open pit itdnes and from uncovered mi taihigs. Evidence 
presantod to the Herekps on Nanrdblan UtMdum aroused concern about 
hertth hazMds at Rossing to ootipertson with the dangras assodalad wHh 
uianlran mining ebeediere. As Soutti Africa Is ixit a party to the Tiwty on 
die NonMderation of Nuclear Weapons, the kitemaHonal Atomic EriMV

t

'it-
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Canadan untdran lesarves are among the largest to market economy 
countries. Canadtan tovahiemant to Nandblan urardum Is, therefore, not 
relatad to sacvriiy of supphr. Canadhto oorporaUans are, howevM, tovolved 
to the axtracOon, expfarrtlan, processing and sale of Nandblan raardran. 
Afrar the Hearkigi on Nandblan urardum, the General Assembly ashed
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Agency has no access to Namibia or to biionnaUon about health and safe
ty stendanb In the mine. ” The lack erf trade unions and of an open political 

i system ate ooncMons which make It unHtdy that Rosslngwoiken have been 
'^pwitectatl to the extant possible from the sarious health hiimiil«a««inriiitot 

trith urankan mining. Even In Canada, with Its trade unions and a relatively 
open pohical system, Ontario’s Royal Commission on the Health and Safety 
of wotkers kt mines found that Rio Algom and other companies at Elliott 
Lake had hidden the hazards in the woiking environment from the 
employees."

fVacessing

Customers for Namibian uranium ate based in France, West Germany, 
the United Kingdom and Japan. In adcBtkxi, other companies and countries 
are involved in the conversion of Namibian uranium into hexaflouride, its 
enrichment, fabrication into fuel rods, end sale as nuclear fuel Only some 
of the companies involved have been identified because the secrecy notmaBy 
associated with the urarfium and nuclear industries was intensified through 
the apprehension that shfoments of uranium might be seized by a counfiy 
willing to uphold Decree No. 1.*' _

fri September 1981, press reports, later confirmed by Eldorado Nuclear 
Ltd. and the Department^ External Affairs, revealed that Namibian uranium 
is being imported to Canada for processing by Eldorado Nudear Ltd., a 
crown corporation, on behalf of Rio Tinto Zinc.” The uranium was destin
ed for Japanese utilities."

The Hearings on Namibian uranium had been informed that Kansai Elec
tric Power Company in Japan had sirred, in 1970, an advarxx purchase 
contract for delivery between 1977 and 1986 of Namibian uranium, but that 
after adverse pubUdty, the Japanese Government stated in 1977 that the 
uranium was nevertheless being imported by a Japanese trading company 
throu^ a Rio Tinto .Zinc sales subsidlaty in Switzerland.” She suggested

lasnlum from Canada 
and Auttiala afeica Japan abo bipoits bom diaic two oiuiMtt, ao that no ant 
it abit to tract wham the ore had bten ofignally ihpptd bom or which on wot
bom NanSbia.''

Japan’s long-term purchase contracts itxduded contracts with Denison atxl 
Rk> Algom of Canada. The Pand was bifcrmed that Japan had been using 
United States fodlities for enrichment of uranium. No mentton was made 
of Canadian processing of Nmnibian uranium.”

Mfitory Links. Rio Algom’s part ownership of Rossing also meJees it 
a partner in the mfiitary defence of the Souttr Africai ocopation of Narrfibia. 
Under the terms of South Africa’s Nattanal Points Act, 1980, a com
pany vital to tndRaty production to reriuired to coHaborate with the armed 
fnces tiBough the provision of persomd for a ndtia unit and the storing 
of arms on Its property, toprotect the Industry in case of dvll dsturbance. 
hfermatiun on companies dssi^iatad as key p^ts industries is secret under 
the Act

The Rei^ of the Heatings bidcates that the Key Points Act has been 
extended to Nanfibia. A doaaneht describing the Rossing mine’s participa
tion was made avadaUe to the Heatthgs by SWAPO. The document desciib- 
ed mdHary proosdues to be effacted by a paramdttary unit stationed at Ross
ing. The 69-man unit was described as having at its disposal automatic 
weapons, hcfodbig 24 automatic rifles and 4 sub-machine guns, and ample 
rounds of ammunUfon."

that;
riebla could b< * 'lnlNscatc,un

■-C

^rpbradon

Whfle the Rossing mbw is the only active mine in Nanfibla, ex
tensive uranium prospecting by other mining firms is taking place.

Falconbrldge of Canada which abeady operates the Oamites copper 
mine in Namibta (in a 75-25 partnarshfo with the South African Develop
ment Corporation) has claims In the Rossing area, and is also involved h 
prospecting ta Koakabnd. Exploration in Koakalaxl in the far north-west 
of Namibia was stimulatad by the decistan of the South African administia- 
tion fei 1978 to open the socaled ‘homelands’' to prospecting. Present 
pokltaJ atrcMtary cordlkd, arxi the dedbte in demand for uranium mrhe 
Investment hi praductfon facflttles lailltaiy at the moment."
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The fact that the pcnnits Issuad to Eldotado Nudeer Ltd. for the Impart 
ofNamWanuranlumlistSouth Africa as the ooieitiy of ort^," would seem 

I- ' to contradict the Canadfanr 
tlon over Namibia.

The Department of External Affairs also Indicated, oonoeming export 
procedures, that

Tht inrium npoiKd U ptaoed unde nomal IAEA taiipunb. A< the motarW 
a nor o/Conodtan origin. He ContuSei Gooentnee doe nor Impoe odilioncd 
national oorenh on e" (ongdiaill addel)

A spokesman for the AECB confirmed that when non-Cana<8an ore Is pro
cessed to uranium hexafluoride. It Is not a sensitive enou* process to at- 
tract the Cmatlan label. Canada has more stringent safeguard leqMtements 
that those leqdred by the International Atonic Energy Agency under the 
Non-Prollferatlcn Treaty. The tmplicallon is that Canada’s Imposlllon of
sliengthened safeguards to meet the threat of dhrerslonof urarium far mdltary
purposes does not apply to Namibian uranium processed in Canada, even 
thourfi processing is as essential to the nuclear fuel cycle as the mining and 
nding of leankm Why should Canada not be as concerned about the dver- 
sion far mllitaiy purposes of Namibian uranium which It has pro
cessed, as It is about iranlum mined and mdled In Canada?

EUorado Nudeer LtrL, as the impcrter, is also the exporter for processed 
Namfclan uranhm. An export permit Issued by the Department of Industry,
Trade wd Commeroe is reviewed far compBance with Canadan nuclear 
export polkfes far tianium by the Urankin Exports Review Pend.” Akhou^ 
infarmation received was Inconsistent, it appears that the permit does not 
state any cotartry of origin unless the ore Is Canadan. It states the origin 
of the ore when It is Canacbn so that the more sMngmt Canadfan safeguards 
are appBed on export The export permit Is a temporary document, apparent^
for use only by Canacfian Custom, to indicate that an item is authorized 
to leave Canada.**

Revenue Coiada uses a cfifferent set of principles than External AfUrs 
far desci<*« Naerdblin uranium processed in Canada. The tastructloris far
the Customs Export Dedaration farm B13 Indcate that after processing
h Cmada, Nainfelan uranium would be considered to be CanarBart This

■J
bi response to the infarmation that Eldorado was processing Namibian

uranium, the Secretary of State far External Affairs, Mark MacGuigan, stated:
tlonal or bitemattonal law, nor any paMcy of the 
ibfeshed with respect to the action.

There Is no infraction of 
government that has be 

He suggested that one
has Id take kilo aixount that the seMetnent attempt by the contract ^oup o( 

e. This Is a much better way to deal wHh Namibia's

r
of not reoogdzing South African jiaisdfa-

fh«tsproo
problems than corKientrattog on this one incfcknt. 

When pressed as to the morality of the issue, he 
lam concerned

ded:
oi the situation. The law does not always 

to moraity, and we are In a situation now where there is a 
reasonable chance o( prooeaiing to a settlement o( the Nansbian problem bt 
a very short Ume."

Clearly the Canadian (Jpvemment takes the View that there are no legal 
idiments to the import, processing, and export of Namibian uranium. 

The Taskforce on the Chuches and Corporate Responsibility takes the View 
that Canada’s legal as weIPbs irxxal position is less clear than asserted 

lrx)uiries about the impBcations of Canada’s processing of Namibian 
uranium were made by the Taskforce to the Atomic Energy Control Board 
(AECB); Eldorado Nuclear Ltd.; the Departments of External Aftairs; In
dustry, Trade and Commerce; Energy, Mines and Resources; and Revenue 
Canada, Customs and Excise.

Reqxxrses made It clear that Canadian and non-Canadian (e.g. Nami
bian) cee are physically mixed at Eldorado Nuclear, similar to the mixing 

"of oil going In to a plpdine.** Less clear is the way Namibian ore is describ
ed in the various paper transactions which are necessary far Its import, pro
cessing and export. Namibian uranium Is described as South African on im- 
port permits. On export after processing in Canada, the uranium is 
sidered Namibian or South African by the Department of External Affairs, 
while it Is considered Canadian by the Department of Revenue, Customs 
and Excise.

The Department of External Affairs stated that there ate no impediments 
In Canada to the tanpertation and processing of Namibian uranium. 

CauxSan Oown Cogxniloni. Eldcrado Nudwi. are aho rnitaly free to 
hancltNaiiebianoitgnunnium,asloneastkekaclli«lndon(XatandlncDn- 
ftouanriarottfiegooanmanr’apofcynorfoiiaeoffSKSoutkAAkanViKfc- 
Bonoug and oecw)alono/t)ialanrte«y<rf Namibia.” (anghaaliadiiadl
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WM cenfltmed by a apokesman far the Department** The Infotmatlon on 
- an Export Dacfanttcn Is of sig^ficancc because t\h«cilyB(fKts the babnos 

of trade Agues, an fanportant element In determining national economic 
poBcy.’’*

'Ihe Canadfan government, Ihoefote, considers NanAbian ore pracessed 
In Canada, South African or Canadtan, as suits Its puipose. The Taskforoc 
has been unable to determine, thiou^ questions to the government depart
ments and Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., whether the departments’ desl^iatlons 
of the processed ore as Canadan or non-Canadian would be information 
made available to the buyer and to the impotling country. However, an Ex
ternal Affairs spokesman said that it would not be of concern to the Cana- 
dian govemnent if Japan was misled as to the origin of processed uranium 
coming born Canada, as Canada does not consider Itself bound by Decree 
No. 1."

reakfbrae

tioler and Inspector knew that they were irxrvlng uranium ore. The manliest 
described the shipments as "ore concentrate" md the shipper In Cape Town 
(James Estate, an ^ent for RTZ) did not use any labels warning about the 
radoacthie contents. Somehow, port officials dscovered that radioactive 
material was involved and Insisted on proper labelling and permits for the 
movement of the ore.

The transport of uranium Is Itself a serious hazard, but because of the 
dmdesttae natue of the transport, the possfcfcy of aocidertts was enormous.

None of the dejjartments of government addressed by the Taskforce 
responded to the charge that the Namibian uranium was Innportod to Canada 
in this clandestine fashion.”

The potential for deliberate confusion about the source of uranium ore, 
given the fanposslUKty of ascertaining its origin once It has been processed, 
was adrkessed at a UN Council for Nart^ seminar In June 1981 on the 
legal aspects of the Implementation of Decree No. 1. h was recommended 
that It became standard practice for aO raw uranium to dsplay a certifleate 
of origin, and that nuclear processing and ervichmant plants k requbed to 
verify such certl&cates of otl^ under penalty of prosearUon.” Such a pro- 
oedue would requite the cooperation of the Caiadbn government

Soles

None of the government departments” or Eldorado would teiswer the
Taskforce^s questions ootKeming dates and quantities of imports and ex
ports, ownership, purchasers, or continuing contracts for processing.
However, hivort licenses list Rio Tkito Zinc as the suppber of South African 
ore (later acknowlodged by Eldorado Nuclear to be Namibian) for process
ing at Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. for Tokyo Electric Power Co. and Kansai

«■' ■

r
Electric.”Transportation

Evidence placed before the Hearings on Namibian Uranium revealed 
that because Decree No. 1 provides for the seizure of any Namibian resource 
taken in violation of the Decree, transportation of the uranium has been 
darxlestine fri 
non-ferrous and carxentrates metal ores."”

Subsequently, Greenpeace hvestigatars in the Spring of 1981 found 
that shipments of Namibian uranium from South Africa to Canada were 
taking place in ships opsated by Kerr Steamships (Canada) Lines. The ore 
was shipped to Montreal and trucked to Port Hope by I>avis Transport 
The investigators were told that it was not until October 1980, after 
shipnnents had been taking place for a number of years, that the port con-

Rlo Tinto Zinc, Incorporated in 1962 in the United Kingdom, is one 
of the largest uranium producing companies in the world with holdings in
Cmada, Australia, Namibia and South Africa, and handling approximately - 
one quarter of the uranium trade of market ecoromy countries. It currently
holds 52.8% of the outstanang shares of Rio Algom Ltd. of Canada.

Because the South African Atonnic Energy Act pro^ribits reveafrng the 
dettels of uranium contracts, only limited Informaticn is available about the 
puchasere of NaorAlan learJum. The Hearings on Namibian uianfom reveal- 
ad that Britain, France, West Germany, and Japan were the mafer buyers 
of Namibian uranium throu^ long-term contracts, reportedfy well below 
iMotid market prices.*' After Canada, South Africa is the secotvl most hrh 
fortteit suppiter to the countries of the European Economic Community.”

r, the uranium was designated as "other
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It Is not dear what effect the fonnatian of the iDanknn producers’cartel, 
hi which Canada was a participant, had on profits from the Rossing mine. 
The Japanese and British contracts were signed before the formation of the 
cartel hi 1972, ahhou^ later contracts would have been affected by the 
rise hi prices.

However, revelations of the close collaboration between corporate and 
government cartel members, which Included South Africa, France, Australia 
and the British RTZ as wel as Canada, have cast further doubt over the 
seriousness of these countries in seeking an end to South Africa’s illegal oc
cupation of Namibia.”

Kamnhta and Ooret

Jacques Marchand

May 10, 1981 raised many hopes for those fighting for -the in
dependence and liberation of Namibia. The ascension of Francois Mitterand 
to power and the formation of a Socialist government had been hailed by 
SWAPO, ‘as the opening of a new chapter in the relations between France 
and Africa.” Franck Mitterand on the eve of his election declared:

A new pobey towards South Africa must conabt of two parts; On the one hand, 
economic stfKtlons against this regime, notabfy a total cessation of aD State 

French investment and of all support for private investment. On 
the other hand, developmental and security aid to the Front Line states and 
pr^tical support to tf^ Kberatlon movements, as %vell as assistance in the 
economic and training sectors. (April 23.1961, Le Continent)

The appearance of Claude Cheysson, the new Minister of Foreign Af
fairs. at the Africa Day event held during the 1981 Paris Conference on 
Sanctions Against South Africa, and espeda0y the proposals of Lionnel 
Jospin, First Secretary of the Socialist Party, at the inaugural plenary ses
sion of the Sanctions Conference had concretized the change and herald
ed a much tougher attitude towards Pretoria. Let us rec^^ the words of 
Lionnel Jospin on May 20, 1981 at the Sanctions Conference:

The Sodabst Party has always been In favor of applying sartetions against 
South Africa, artd 1 remlrtd you in paillcutar that we support:
— The total hak of aD trade with NanSbta and ratably the importation of uranium, 
uranium.
— The reductior.. taking into account tachntcal consIraintB. of FrerKih raw 
malarial imports under South African label.
— The cessation of aD pubbe 
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Where are we today?

Certainly, the French diplomallc attitude towards the Contact Group 
of five Western nations has been positive. Jean-Francois Lionnet, advisor
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on African ASaks at the Ministry of Foreign Relations declared to the 
Mouvetnent Antl-Apartheld:

Pllorfly a now twins ghwn lo dw NnmMnn quoSon and to alldrti lo quickly 
r«*olvt It on tht bMb o( • rigorous ttmctibW. W« m th« Gov«min«nt I 
tMlovothatthmufi bo an Independent NamUa by Docombcr 31,1982.

In fact, several Preiidentta) advisors have travelled to Angola, French 
ministers have gone to southern Africa and Francois Mitterand has met 
with several southern African heads of state either in Paris of at the French- 
African summit of Kinsasha. All these things indicate that French 
diplomacy is more conscious of southern African problems.

rchond

firmly In terms of sanctions against South Africa on April 2, 1982 Minister 
Jean Piene (COT) declared before the EurAfrican Prra Association that:

. . . We are reocgantalng our reieaons with the South African Repubfec. We «e
I «ril ny

thatwe«telnvolvadk)reaRamMnga8a^)ecliofourrelaBone.Wahaveonoe- 
carionsteladthatwedo not belcve m the eSecOveneH of a blodtade In such a 
iKuaflon. But upe ace Making on our own to be le» Involved In thate eadianen 
With South Africa. Tha a a long-term pro 
the dependence of the Bench economy on tti trade with South Africa, notably 
Impoia of certain raw matertaa.

In fact, outride of thia beautiful but very careful dedaratlon, 
everything makes It appear that French governmental aulhotlsallon of the 
ANC and SWAPO offices In Parts was used as a cover for Its total aban
donment of a pobey of sanctions against Pretoria. bi effect, the counterpart 
of some recognition of the ANC and SWAPO seems to have been 
maintsnance of the status quo In the nuclear, banking and oil sectors. The 
South Africans know how to adapt to the sttuatian and already five years 
ago they declared, “It Is always necessary to dMtnguish between what 
France says and what she does." (The Star, April 1977)

•nd In riim of ongthc

tike tnlo •ocount

France had finally chosen to remain In the Contact Group of five 
Western nations during Summer 1981. We hoped that Paris would be able 
to counteract the United States within the group. But since November * 
1981 Francois Mitterand has been saying that “France considers that Its 
presence In the Contact Group should not be used as an atbl for unending 
negotiation.” And in October 1982 in Dar Es Salaam, Claude Cheysson 
stated that all the probable technical problems for a ceasefire and the 
organization of the election in Namibia had been resolved. What everyone 
understood was that the French Government was pointing out the fact that 
only the Americans and the South Africans were responsible for delaying 
an agreement; the Arrtericans by their exorbitant demand for the departure 
of the Cubans from Angola, the famous “linkage," and the South Africans 
by their determination to prevent the almost certain pohUcal victory of 
SWAPO If the elections were held. Despite these French “efforts” to 
achieve an agreement on Namibia, one has to wonder whether the French 
Government has really been consistent In Its handling of the Namibian 
question.

We have reviewed what France has said. We now turn to a survey of 
what has been done. (1) In 1982 the Economic Expansion section of Am 
French Embassy In Johannesburg organized approximately 20 trade mls- 
slons to South Africa for French Industriabsts. This Economic Expansion 
section was the most actlvs of any equivalent section attached to French 
embassies worldwide. B plays a key role in arranging any contract between 
South Africa and French businesses.

(2) A subsidiary of CGE-Alsthom, Stein-Indusirles, signed a contract 
'With the German firm EVT, for 6.5 billion Francs to provide six furnaces 
for the projected 0ant MaOmba central power plant hi Am Transvaal. (3) 
CGE-Alsthom Itself is going to furnish a reactor for Maltmba under a con
tract worth 1.75 billion Francs. (4) On July 22, 1961 the nationafaed 

I Renauh fkm signed a new contract for the ptoduedon and sale of R5
' automobiles In South Africa. This company had afready sold 8000 R5

automobiles In South Africa during 1981.
In October 1982 the PSiis Chamber of Commerce (a consular en

tity legally under slate control) signed the largest contract of any westsm 
Chamber of Commerce to date with Am Johannesburg Chamber of Com- 
merec. (6) In Ai^nt 1982 a French dstenation reprsaentlng several pubkc 
Franch insittutions (Gaz da Franca, Am National Centsr for Sdenoao 

' Research) parttdpated in a conference on the conversion of coal brio oA 
Ist AM Quartan, 1M9

One thing is dear about the attitude of the French government and of 
Sodakst officials; hi their analysis of the sttuaVon In Namibia they always 
underesthnate South Africa's determination to block indefinitely the pro
cess leading to NamMan elections, until an ahematlve to SWAPO b in 
place. Thb attitude continues to place France hi what I will call a pious role 
In the negotiations. In efiect, hi Am absence of tougher talk and sanction 
measures against South Africa, France has not given Itself the means to 
apply tts own policy. How can the Government have been so naive as to 
underesthnate South African hypocrisy hi the NamAilan negottattons?

Even more seriously, the absence of any move to qiply sanctions on
ly indicates that the Sodatst Government b not wfling to take a stronger 
stand against the racist South African government than tts conservative
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oiganlMd by th* South African Councd For SdantlBc and Industrial 
RascatchCCSIR).

(7) Franch banks, all of which ara nationalised, continue to provide 
loans baddng trade with Pretoria. (8) In November 1982 the French 
representative to the IMF voted in favor of a $1.1 baton loan to the South 
African Government.

(9) CFP-Total, which Is 40% state-owned, continues to transport 
crude ot to South Africa desptte the embargo decreed by the OPEC coun
tries, and alto refines and distributet oil thiou^out South Africa. With 
12% of the South African market, CFP-Total was reported In 1976 to 
have a monopoly on oil tales to the South African police. (10) COFACE, 
the French Insurance Company For Forei^ Ttade which It controBed by 
the State, contkiues to insure the entire range of commercial transactians 
with South Africa. The only change is that now guaranties can last no 
longer than five years instead seven, not exactly a mafor change certain 
to dtecourage trade with South Africal (11) The state-controlled ATIC 
Association which is importing mote than 8 million tons of South African 
coal — avafiable at 30% below the price of coal from bthcr sources 
because of the cheap wages paid to African workers — confirmed in 
February 1982 that “It slfl had not recelvad any goverrunent order to halt 
contracts with South Africa.” Yet a study by Mouvement Anti-Apartheid 
proved that altemaitve suppliers exist at almost the same prices becauae of 
the Intematkmal economic recession.

(12) Finally to end this overview of new contracts entered Into under 
the MKterand Government, there is the shocking news that appeared In 
the French press of November 16,1982:

Arne, Iwilns loU snd conenKlHl l<w> nuclMr raaeWn of «X) MW at
Koobee and thm (MM fellmaSonal promt by idklg aw praeSMd fiMl for 

Kw tola (^ law oThar nuetw itocrora lo

5
March I

1
■ 1On January 19,1982 the Soudi African Broadcasting Corporation com

mented very favorably about Francois MitteraiK): “He Is a man with whom 
it is quite possMe to deal. He is seeking constructive relations with Pretoria.”

I
1

Crmdusion

This review of French policy towards South Africa leads us to a very 
clear and troubibig conclusion. There has been almost no change from the 
Giscatd d’Estatng Government: Business continues as usual. This French 
business remains concentrated In the large South African state profects 
designed to reinforce the Infrastructure of apartheid and to reduce the ef- 
fedtoeness of mtematlonal pressures and campaigns for sanctions agatnst 
South Africa. Such is the privileged but criminal role of French collabora
tion with South Africa.

When the fimt contract for the sale of a audear reactor was rigned with 
South Africa, the African National Confess had declared: “Frailbe has 
become the most dangerous enemy of the African Continent’.”--We reaf
firm that today France remains the most dangerous enemy of the African 
continent.

To end our analysis let us examine the only area in which the Franch 
SodaBst Goverrunent had committed Itself: The total embargo on arms 
sales to South Africa. On October 6, 1981 the French Secretary of 
Defense had reaffirmed to the Mouvement Anti-Apartheid that the arm 
embargo was being appbed with extreme rigor. We have reason to doubt 
this rigor, given the following facts: (1) In October 1981 the London 
Tteee revealed that Israeli tschnidam In South Africa regularly service 
French-bult airplanes, using spare parts sold by France to Israel for Its 
Mirages. (2) The Government has taken no action to stop the fabrication of 
French anm unda license in South Africa, tthasahwaysrafuacdtoglvsus 
th^dclals of kcensa contracts, notably If these contracts slfl Involve the 
sale of certain essential materials by France. (3) SWAPO has numerous 
tiroes emphasized the use of French arms (ffrages, tanks, and hakcopters) 
agflnst the Namibian people and lemalm persuaded that South Africa 
rsosives French ipara parts via thfrd countries. (4) Fbialy, among die 
markets that the French Embassy In Johannesburg suggests for French In- 
duslrial bivestanent is the South African market In ebctronic television 
surveillance equiptnent which is developing, “because of the resurgenoe of 
sabotage acllora during the last months,” according to the report of the 
Economic Expansion section of the French Embassy.
IstAXMQvarm IMS

btww
SoiSb A/rku. lerahMb KbU)

Contacts and discusaiom have been taking place for weeks within the 
Government. It appears that three powerful mkilstsrs ore backing the deal 
(those of Finance, Commerce and Industry). Afihoi^ no dadalon hw yet 
been made there is every reason to be extremely worried when one Is 
aware both of the business and Pro-South African lobby In Paris and of the 
outlook of the French Government which says that It Is tsdmlcaly impossi- 
bls to use ths nudsar readors for nfllfary purposes.'

The South Africam already felt reassured about the Mllsrand 
Government several rtHmths ago. They sense that than is nothkig to fear.
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Such k Iha raaUy of Ranch poky towards South Africa: Abwncc of 
a wsl-daUncd Intcnntnistarial poky on South Africa, refusal to Impose 
sanctions, and conBnuallon of the dichotomy of the Giscard d'Estaing
Government In which French diplomats make an^y gestures against apar
theid while French businessmen remain free to sign contracts with South 
Africa.

The VtMed SUUea tmd the
Se$UhAMeam~]¥«nmtbUm Vrmmimm OfOem

In eBect, we noke within the French government and within the 
Sodakst Pvty a sin«gle between those who feel that the French fbrelffii 
bade deficit comes before any other consideration (The Mlnislers of 
Fbianoe, Commerce, and Research and Industry) and those who are con
scious of the serious threat to French-African raialtons posed by continued 
French economic and nudesr cDaboratlon with South Africa. The activity 
of the pro-South African lobby, which Is now extremely active In Paris and 
Brussels, ocmbbwd with the pressures from the business sector, have been 
enoi^ to tlH the balance In favor of continued collaborallon with apar
theid.

Ronald W. Walters

fri a 1978 article, this writa argued that there was a Rowing In
terdependence between the United States and Namibia, based on the urgent 
problems of energy In the U.S. and the avaiUbitty of abundant uranium 
stocks In Namibia at favorable prices. Even thou^ the U.S. was first In pro
duction, reserves and consumption of uranium, the economic sttuatlon led 
to the frxeign policy obfective of retaining a ^famiblan uranium option.’'
We regard this argument as even mote valid today than when » was made,
and wffl present further evidence regarding tfie U.S.-South Africa/Namibia 
laankiiin trade.

Domestic Production and Consumption

The use of nuclear power for electricity generation In fire IWtod States 
accounts for an estimated 13 percent of all sources, but It »ew by only .9 
percent between 1960 md 1961 «d by 1.0 percent between 19B1 and 1982 
(est). Cod, by comparison »ew at a rate of 1.6 percent and 1.9 percent
respectively In the tame periods.* Behind the relatively slow 90wth of the
nudsw ewtor is the fact that between 1972 and 1974 lOS nuclear 
reactors were ordered In the U.S., howeiw, between 1975 and 1960, 56
more reactors warn caiKdIed than were ordered. This has had a chflbig ef
fect on the domestic productian of 1^ uranium which fal 15 percant be- 
tween 1980 imd 1981, imd which Is esfimated by NUEXCO, a CaMotma 
based uranium oonsulling ergsnizatien, to fan an addUonal 10 mAon tons
to the period 1981-1982.* By 1983, It Is estimated that U.S. production
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«*fl fal bdow consurrpHon.* As a rasuh the pries of inokim has faBen from 
a strong masket price of $43 per lb. to the spot price o< $23.50 In 1982.'

Imports

The lack of iavotable prices for uranium has led to the closuie of three 
of 23 conventional mills, and the Industry In the U.S. is operating at about 
75 percent of capacity. AH of these factors, Incluibng accompanying 
deoceses InexpeiKfitures for exploration anmuntlng to $20 mdbon (or the 
1979-1960 period and an additional $300 mtton for 1^, wiB biaaate 
the masket share of forelvi-sowce urardum In the U.S. This has been oc
curring throu^ the bicteases in purchases of fotei(pi-soutcs uranium by 
uranium producers, traders and nuclear utlltlss.

The case of Untied Nudear Carp. Mning and Mflbig is exemplary. In 
May of 1962, It was operating the Church Rock Mnes In New Mexico at 
a modest pro6t, but the neater part of operating profit came from the sale 
of pitnehasad uankim.'This purchasing 
thm LR4C production costs. By August, the company daddad to susperxl 
production completely and plan Its irdnlng operations on standby status. 
Comparty officials estknatsd that this stap would bnprova oparaUng profits 
by about $16 rndkon and cash flow by $24 rndkon over the next two yaars.’ 
The case of UNC is ferportant because of Its previous attempts to export 
enriched innium to South Afitca, a rdaUonshlp which would make South 
Afilcen/NamAlan innium a prime source for import by this country.

Antetican utflttias also have Inereaslngfcr madt puchases of foralgn- 
source uranium, h 1974, the U.S. Atomic Emqy Cottsnlsslon promuIgBtad 
new criteria for the Importation ol ioraign-aauioa uranium, ptovkfing for In
creeses up to a level of 40 percent of total enrtchmant for domestic and-uae 
by 1961.' Actual bnports since 1975 am shown In TdUc I (next pegs). 
Akeiac^, In the 19e0«l period. It wdl be sean that the combined total of 
5,100 tons knpettad equals aiactly the amoint axported fei flw same period.’

South Africa has become tnoeailn^ important as a place of ori^ 
of fcral^i-somce uranium Importad Mo the UnHial States. The UnMsd Stalas 
Impormd 500 tons of South African uranium h 1977 (lapmianMng 17% 
of the total) and Table 2 shows the prevaMng pattam of tmporti wllh regard 
to the amounts defiversd to. the Department of Energy for enrichment and 
use In Amatican utilUies.

Koitold IT. WUIars

Tafekl
h^arti oi PcaWprSowce UgOg iuo to* U.S. by T< 7

1975 700
1976 1300

13001977
1978 2.600
1979 1300

13001900
1981 8300

Ac—1». UA. of Simw. Am 1«. Talii X. p. 14.

' * J;TeUrt
of D.O.E. •nilciwd U3. liBixiitt of Soatk Africa-Sourc. 

Raw llrUow (1977-1901) by Taos 
1977 1978 1979 1900 1981 rottl

69 237 86 166 640
32 133 167 148

23 IS

1 bacauae prices warn lower
SA Alont
SA-Fm
SA-Canado

83
0 480

46 108 238
82 56 2S9

46
67 054

215 292 419 361 330 1617Total
V

% total fcnlgn toure*
D.03. anidiad UgOg 22 40 26 22
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uranium market of suppHets at present, with the largest proportion being 
from South Africa and a lesser amount from Namibia.

At the moment, Imports of foreigi-source uranium are running at only 
10 percent rather than the allowable 40 percent, according to a study by 
the D.O.E. In 1981. ‘' However, NUEXCO Vice President, T. A S. Boydens 
has suggested that U.S. production, urxier current conditions, could decline 
from 37 million pouixls in 1981 to 14 million by 1990, despite gxiwing U.S. 
consumption." The effect of this has led Michael J. Connor, President of 
Nuclear Resources bitemational to suggest that by 1984, 100 percent of 
the uranium market could be non-U.S., while Don R. de Halas, President 
of Colorado Nuclear Corp., has said:

AB thb bads us to bdleve there wiD be a raitlKr 
poets Into the U.S. mailiet. Somethlne on the oidei of 40 to 50 pereent o( total 
U S. dRnend by the time we get Into the inid.1990s would be our best esttmate."

Some evidesKe for this position comes from surveys of utttty attitudes 
toward future purchases of foreign-sotece uranium, gathered by the U.S. 
Dept, of Energy.

JtonnU W. Wallm
i

le^slatkxi limiting uranium imports to 20 percent, on the basis that they 
would otherwise create ‘deperidence’ which would call Into question our 
future capacity to obtain uranium for military purposes.”* These efforts, 
and a Senate initiative by Senator Peter Domenlcl (R-NM), failed. When the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Authorizatian Act (PL 97415) was sign
ed Into law on January 4, 1983, the only remaining restrictive provision was 
an Instruction to the Department of De^se to revise the criteria for enrich
ment services offered if foreign imports reached a level of 37.5% in two con
secutive years.

Despite the effort to limit imports of foreigi uranium, we have estab
lished, without much fear of contradiction, that sufficient demand exists In 
the U.S. market which, because of a combination of economic and political 
factors (such as the growing anti-nudear irvxxl), cannot be satisfied by U.S. 
supply, opening the way k» increased partidpation by suppliers such as 
South Africa/Namibia.

able penetration of Im-

TableS
tudts About Ftttm PurchaMS of ForcisB 
UrafriwB (1980>19S1) Percent

Production & Supply of Namibian Uranium

Uranium continues to be important within the context of the Namibian 
ecoiKimy, since over 50 pert^t of the GDP of $900 million (79) and $1.7 
billion (%1) was accounted for by diamond and ur. lium mining." Profits 
from mining activity at the Rossing plant, for example, were up from $64 
million In 1979 to $123 million in 1980." Full production of 4,767 tons 
was
such profits, however, the South African Government has taidcated that 
outlays for the territorial administration could reach $3 billion hi 1982."

The mafor reason why such activity as mining does not confrfbute more 
to the GDP of Namibia is that South Africa has mahitahied extrennely liberal 
terms for the participation of those firms Involved in mining, according to 
the Report of the Commonwealth Secretariat, 'The Mnhg Industry of 
Namibia: Perspectives for Independence.’" The report Indicates that

IMIMy

1980 1981
uncertain about future purchases 
of fofelpi source uranium 
poesMe future puphilte 
current piachases
Sant: StMy d Ui«Kl Sim UMwb SWi«fe« U,S d Efww. 1982. TiM* XV.
p.19
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reached by 1980, moving from 3,0(X) tons hi 1977." Regardless of

Just as It is evident from this survey that attitudes of uUUties toward the 
hiiportation of fotclgn-soutoe uranium ate charting from uncertainty to possi
ble future purchases. It is almost as certain that, barring domestic fimita- 
tions, a substantial portion of this import tr^ wifi be from South 
African/Namibian supples of taw ihankrta

bi fact, efforts to limit imports of fcrei^-source uranium are underway 
by a combination of forces, both those interested hi the mahitsnanoe of a 
domesticjiudw industry and those Interested hi preventing U.S. national 
seculty (lull behigtied too closely to dependence upon foreign sources of 
strate^ minerals, bi May 1962, Congesspsrsons Satiuel Stratton (DTf.Y.) 
and Marjorie Holt (R-Md.) wrote to Ptesident Reagan requesting support for
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Ronald W. WiOtm1 by generous write-offs, low license fees, royahy/ates 
and taxation and the panting of large grants for prospecting. Only 25 per
cent participation by locals of either South Afriu or Namibia is reqidred 
hr the establishment of a mining Investment by an outside firm (except for 
uranium and strategic minerals).” It has been suggested that such Bberal 
terms for prospecting mlnetals as well as In the expansion of operations 
suits South Africa and its Investors for a “fast track’ exploitation of the 
mineral resources of Namibia, a policy geared to anticipate the arrival of 
political independence.

The Urdted States participates In the exploitation of Namibian minerals 
throu^ a number of hms and 59 percent of American capital controls 
Tsumeb, the second largest employer In the country with 6,043 empicuees. 
Yet Tsumeb, a non-uranium produ^, reportedly ^Mas not a heavy taxpayg 
($12.9 rrdon) despite Its dedared sales of $161.9 mfflon’ In 1980.” Because 
of expansiotraty investments, Tsumeb’s profit decreased 35 percent to $18.2 
million by 1981.” It can be seen that firms such as Tsumeb are greatly 
facilitated by South African financial policies In the mining sector, indeed, 
Rossing Itself paid no taxes in 1980, despite its profits reported above.*’ 
Thus, the finaridal control of Namibian uranium resources, embedded within 
the overall colonial control of the country, gives South Africa effective con
trol over the marketing of uranium resources in intemationd trade.

The secrecy surrounding the trade figures for Namibian uranium and 
other minerals, and the active position of South Africa in the mwket itself, 
means that surely Namibian uranhan Is being traded through the South 
Afifican network as one sotace of supply combining that of both countries.” 
One way of detecting the export of Namibian uranium would be that of 
evaluating South African export figures against ktxrwn production activity 
arxl estimated domestic usage. This done in the case of lithium exports from 
South Africa showed that where *a rximber of oourttrtes record imfxxts from 
“South Africa’, which in total quwitity, oonsidetably exceeds the reported 
output of the Rcpubkc of South Africa ... presumably bidude shipments 
fixxn Nartfibia."” However, South Africa, In tespondng to the depxessed 
international market for uranium at the moment, is regarded to have con
siderable flexibility and is stockpifing srgiplies of exoess uranium inventory. 
Therefore, such a method would be unworkable! In addUon, South Africa

pecUngls

has classified both sources of data such as exports of uranium by amount 
and country of destination. Consequently, It wiD be necessary to regard (an 
unknown quantity of) South Afri^ exports as potential exports from 
Namibia as well.

The linkage between South African and Namibian uranium activity 2?)- 
pears to be exceptionally dose as its production increased 29 percent in 
the period 1979-1980, the same period in which Rossing reached ful pro
duction level. South African earnings from ixanium sales increased by 
$112,000 (37%) in the same period.” South Africa would thus seem to 
have an excellent supply of uranium available for export, and considering 
its tow labor and electricity costs, at oomparatlveiy low prices. Althou^ price 
data is also classified, it Ls estimated to be near or below the world price 
in 1981 or $23.50 per lb. when production rose only by 3.1 percent. The 
average 19% price for raw uranium in the U.S. by contrast was in the $30 
per pound range, a rate which it was indicated ^ras not proved a benefit 
to utilities.’”

Finally, eviderKS continues to present itself that U.S. firms are par- 
Udpatfrig at all levels in the uranium industry and while their immediate ob
jective is the maxfrnization of company pto^ in the international market, 
such activity also helps support the Namibian uranium option for the United 
States. One example is Tektronlcs, a firm which makes precision 
osdDoscopes and data processing equipment.

fri the period 1966 to 1973 when the tovesUgatlan of toe Rossing deposit 
was conducted by Rio Tinto, it was discovered that the sampling metfxxls 
to determine the uranhsn content of the ore were sufficient fcx long-term 
minlr^ plans of 20 years, but “for short-term planning it was found that lit
tle reliability could be placed on the ore-reserve grade zones derived from 
the original widelyspaoed (fiamond drill boreholes’.” Accurate short-term 
anal^ of uranium samples is related to profitabOty since innium with 
hl^ calcium content Is unrecoverable. However, the Tcktrordcs4052 Com
puter Is capttole of recondlhg the data from the ori^nal borehole (frmings 
and the new difia from the finer dtfltogs to delemnine tormage, ^ade, and 
crddurn ooment for each block dtfled, providkig better short-term planning.”

h 1946, with $1.2 
In 1960 and 1981,

Tektrorics is a BeaMetton, Otegon company fuided 
bOton in sales In 1961 and $W.2 mflion in net hcbaoe. I20. lUd.
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It attracted U.S. Govonment.contracts of $20.9 miDlon from the Navy and 
$48 ndlon from the Goierd’Seivices Administration.”' Its main products 

xs and other precision Instnimente, video display termlnak, 
deslji automaBon systems and signal-processing equipment for TV studos. 
But it is an uncfrsputed leader In manidacture of precision electronic In
struments such as oscilloscopes where 50 percent of Its sales are concen- 
trated, amounting to 63 percent of the mariiet.

Conclusion

In summary, we have presented further evidence in support of the thesis 
that the U.S. maintains a "uranium option'in the case of Namibia, by strong^ 
suggesting Ihat U.S. demand for foreign-source uranium is Increasing be
ing supplied by South African sources which undoubtedly Include Namibian 
sources. The major conclusion, in view of the facts presented, is that what 
was once an "option’ Is, because of the economics of the uranium trade 
and the poMcal reaction of anti-nuclear forces, becoming a chosen strategy. 
Since attractive pricing of uranium is also responsible fcr attracting the U.S. 
market, we also conclude that an equitable labor wage rate would prevent 
South African undercutting of the Americm Industry. Ahhou^ we have not 
dealt wtth the labor situation, we note that althougji the South African 
Government reports an increase of 14.3 percent in 1980, these rates were 
stiD below the amounts consldsred necessary fcx an African family to meet 
mlnhiium subsistence nseds." In Ihs regard, the labor situation at Tsumeb 
(Amax and Nauanont Mining) are among the worst hi all of Namibia."

Then, we have at a shown U.S. bivolvement in the assurance of the 
availaUtty of Sotdh AfrIcanfNamtilan laanlum supply by the cftrect participa
tion of American fkms hi the Namibian urarrium Industry. We were not, 
however, able to present an extensive picture of the activtty, including the 
uranium prospect undenway.

One obvious conclusion Is that hi order to compel U.S. compSance with 
Decree No. 1 of the U.N. CouKil of NanMa on the protection of Namib
ian resources. South African imports of row uranium to be enriched in the 
U.S. for domestic end-use should be pcohIbllBd. Here, three tactics ate sug
gested: (1) temporary coaBUons between anU-Aparlheid groups and others, 
such as the AFUCIO which Is also opposed to the importation of forelvi- 
source uranium into the U.S. for its own reasons; (2) sponsoring programs 
of awareness conoemhig the degree to which South Airican urnnkim has

JtonaU W. Wattm 1

are
already penetrated the American market, to the extent that many Americans 
are consumers of'Apartheid electriett/through nudes utiltties; (3) neater 
integration of this issue with the American and the bitemational anU-nudear 
movement. The U.S.-South African/Namibian milium trade presents one 
more powerful reason why citizens should be opposed to this dangerous 
form of energy.

final conclusion is that there should be continued foOouHV to the 
ground-breaking work by NARMIC concerning the role of American 
puters in automating Apartheid, bi this regard, we continue to place em
phasis, in pr
African colonialism In Namibia, on the technology which is cfrssemlnated 
by the West to South Africa, the essential tracing relations and the many 
levels of integration arrxxig them in terms of ownership and sales. It is the 
discovery of these relationships which hefris to clarify the larger political 
behavior of Western states in shaping political settlements, and especially 
the foreign policy behavior of the Uiited States.

ooin-

>g pfoyams of non"€oopcration wtth Apartheid and South
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We urge you to demand that your Government:
(1) hslst that the South African Govonment bring about an knmeclate cease
fire and the Implementation of United Nations Seaalty Cound Resolution 
435 of 1978 desi^ied to bring Namibia to internationally-recognized 
Independence.
(2) Separate completely Its corKxm about the presence of Cuban troops in 
Angola from the Just dalm of the Namibian people, for Independent na
tionhood as uph^ by the United Nations and hitemational law.
(3) In the event of South Africa continuing Its kitiansigenoe In the matter, 
support mandatory sanctions In the Security Council of the United Nations.
(4) Give effect in the United States to the Decree of the United Nations Coun
cil for Namibia for the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia.

I

A Menage to the People

of the United Statea

From the International Seminar on the Role of Transnational Corpora
tions in Nam
November 29-

libia, Washington, D.C., November 29-December 2, 1982 
Deo^ber 2, 1982

We, as representatives of non-govemmental organizations from twelve 
countries, met in your capital dty from 29 November to 2 December. We 
were rerrdnded of your struggle for indcpecKlence and sdf-determination. We 
gathered to discuss the plight of the people of Namibia who aspire to the 
same rights for themselves and who have been strug^ing both pobticaily 
and militarfly to achieve them.

Justice, equality, freedom, and the rule of law are values for which 
Americans continue to struggle; they are at the very heart of demcx^acy. 
Narrtbians have been denied these ri^ts, frrst by Gemiany and later by South 
Africa. They suffer violations of Irxllvidual and political ri^ts, arbitrary deten
tion without trial, torture, biprisonment for pxilitical beliefs and mllit^ rule, 
all at the hands of the South African government, which rules them illegally 
by fcrrce. There is no case in taitemational law where a more decisive Judge
ment as to the illegality of occupation of a land by a forei^ power has been 
rendered.

We are distressed that a combination of ecotKimic Interests and poKtical 
misconcepMons by the Govemmerrt of the United States has caused it to 
take actMis wb'ch have prolonged the struggle of the Namibian people for 
their independence and delayed the holding of free elections by the United 
Nations fri Namibia. It Introduced demands that the Angolan government 
expel its Cuban allies before a cease fire can take place between South 
African forces and Namibian patriots fitting under the leadership of 
SWAPO. Yet tt corxlones South Africa’s constant attacks on Angola, and 
In 1981 was the only Government to veto a Secuity Cound resolution con
demning South Africa’s invasion of Angola.

We appeal to you to rc^ a policy of colaboration with rrtcism and 
violent repression arid to call on you government to support the aspirations 
of the Nantfcian people for Independence and seif-detetmlnation, including 
the holdng of free elections under United Nations Sl^etvision arid control.

MUK* TODAY

Final Declaration

Of the International Seminar on the Role of Transnational Corpora
tions in Namibia, Washington, D C.. November 29-December 2. 1982

5 representatives of non-govemmental crganlzatlans from twelve 
affirm that the basic problem concerning Namibia is the illegal

We, as 
countries, i
South African occupation of the territory, in defiance of the decisions of 
the United Nations and the International Court of Justice. The Just strug^ 
of the Namibian people unde the leadership of SWAPO is the response
of people seddng their freedom, and deserves the fuflest krtematiotral si^iport

The Role trf Transnational Corporations

friferrmation provided frt the Seminar showed conclusively lliat the South
African regime has, hi recent years, and with the ooBaboration of transna-

corporations, accelerated the pnx»ss of the exploitation of Namibia’s
natural resources. Their activities havh gained momentum despite strong 
pn^ts by the hitemational community and numerous resohitlons of the 
UtflM Nations against such exploitation.

The transnational corporations most active hi Namibia are of Nordi 
American, West European and South African origin. Their activities ate
dhected at the ma|or sectors of the Namibian ectommy, hi the mining, finan
cial and agriadtural sectors.
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Minliig in Namibia has proved hl^ily profitable for the transnational 

corporations. The easy repatriation of profits has aOb\ved the home coun
tries of the transnationai corporations to systematically remove thousands 
of millions of dollars of Namibia's wealth from the country. The Namibians 
themselves have not benefitted from their enormous mineral wealth. But 
the shareholders of companies such as Consolidated Diamond Mines (South 
Africa), Rio Tinto Zitich (British) and AMAX and Newmont Mining 
(American) have made spectacular profits, out of all 
original investment. These intensive mining operations are depleting theX 
mineral resources of Namibia, which can never be replaced. The uranium 
mining has been done with minimal safety and health provisions, resulting 
In the slow poisoning of both land and people.

The involvement of foreign banks in Namibia has assisted the South 
Africans In financing their Illegal administration of the territory. This has 
resulted In the expansion of the oppressive administrative structures, and 
is also used to attract new foreign investors to Namibia to share In the ex
ploitation of the country.

In the fishing sector the desire for excessive short-term profits by 
transnational corporations has led to the virtual collapse of the Namibian 
fishing industry, the exhaustion of another of Namibia’s natural resources. 
Karakul sheep and cattle fanning have led to excessive over^azing resulting 
in the creeping extension of desert areas, further damaging Namibia's natural 
cnvtronnwnt.

Throu^Kxit the year# the transnational corporations have benefitted 
from the apartheid labor laws and customs enforced by South Africa In 
Namibia. They have been allowed to underpay and rip^ect the social condi
tions of their employees. This direct and brutal exploitation of Namibian 
workers is also part of the negative influence transnational corporations have 
had in Nangbia.

'4for Namibian independence. The involvement of the transnational corpora
tions with South Africa has abostiengthened South Africa’s mfitary capacity. 
All five members of the Western Contact Group have major transnational 
corporate involvement in Namibia. The lack of pro^s by the Contact 
Group since 1978 has not only prevented Namibians frxxn attaining their 
independence, but has also given the transnational corporations the chance 
to operate urihlndeied for a few mote years In an illegallyoccupied Namibia.

1

tion to their.

The Tripoli Declaration

We welcome the TripoB Declaration on Namibia issued by thirty-one 
African heads of state on 26 November 1982 and we commend this declara
tion as an expression of Africa’s concern with the lack of progress in the 
negotiations by the Western Contact Group. It particularly “r^ects all at
tempts to establish any linkage or parallelism between the indqrendence of 
Namibia and any extraneous issues. In particular the withdrawal of Cuban 
fejrces from Angola and emphasizes unequivocally that the persisUyioe of 
sixii attempts woi'U only retard the decolonlzatian process in Namibia.''

The'Western Contact Group

Considerable concern exists in Africa and throuo^out the world over 
the activities of the sooaDed "Contact States": U.S.A., Britain, Cmada,
Federal Republic of Germany rmd France. The activities of these five NATO
states have not only failed to achieve the stated objectives but served to ^
permit further procrastination by South Africa. Acoordtogfy this htemational
Seminar calls ipon the United Nations CouncU of Namibia to resume its 
fuU responsiblflty concerning the future of Namibia, including matters aris
ing from the negotiations. The Hberation of Namibia pursuant to the deci
sions of the United Nations and international law is the sole responsIWfity 
of the United Nations: it should not permit these five "Contact States’ to 
usurp the hnctions of the Council for Namibia.

The bitemalional Seminar urgently recommends to the U.N. Council
for Namibia to tAe effective measures to secure the implementation of U.N. 
Decree No. 1 fci the piDtectioi) of the Natural Resources of Namibia. With 
Ihlstend In view, it is recommended that a Special Ploseoitor, or Ploeeatos, 
be appointed to dliect and supervise the Implementation of Ihe Permit 
Is further recommended that youps of lawyas should be formed hi afferent 
countries to assist hi the implementation of the Decree at national level; such 
lawyae’groups ehoJd worit hi contact with existing NamMa siqipott groiqis.

latAMOiteteni ISn

In the light of South Africa’s iHegai occupation of Namibia, the Settfinar 
found that the continuing operation of the transnational corporations has

;. AH mining operations in 
Namibia occur hi defiance of Dedtee No. 1 of the United Nations Council 
for Nanfibla which prohibits mining opaations while the tenitory is Illegally 
occiqiied. TNs means lhat the transnational corporations collaborate with 
South Africa hi defying U.N. decisions, and that the transnationai corpora-. 
tions fear that an end to the Illegal occupation will mean an end to theta- 
excessive profits. In addttlon, the poMcal influence of the transnational cor
porations hi theta home countries and hi some cases the strategic tmpor- 
tance of theta operations hi Namibia, as for Instance the production of 
itaaniuiii, has lad the govemments of such countries to obstruct the struggle

AnUCA TODAY
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. Recommendations

The working groups of the conference examined the opportunities open 
to governments, United Nations agencies, and primarily Non-Govemmental 
Organizations fw political and economic action, for material aid to SWAPO, 
and for the exchange of information.

Political action should be aimed at isolating South Africa on all levels, 
ensuring political support for SWAPO and the Frontline states, pressuriz
ing the Cmtact Group countries to drop the linkage of Angolan politics jo 
the Namibian liberation question, and ensuring recognition of the U.N. Coun
cil for Namibia as the legal authority of Namibia until independence.

On the national and local level political campaigns on Namibia should 
be centered on the local presence of transnational corporations operating 
in Namibia, arxl strategic harbor facilities. The information presented to this 
conference should bd^ted, indexed, and presented for consideration to 
the United Nations and Organization of African Unity Conference on 
Namibia to be tiBd in Paris in April 1983. .

Economic action should be aimed at forcing c(xporation^4<^^3^ 
activities in Namih' especially in regard to the expropriation of Namibia's 
mineral resources, and campaigning for mandatory comprehensive economic 
sanctions against South Africa. The marxlatoty arms embargo must be strict
ly enforced and extended.

Further campaigning issue- -led at policies of divestment, an oil em
bargo, South A&lca’s links to the uitematlonal Monetary Fimd, etc. should 
also include local trade union partioipation.

Material aid to SWAPO should be stepped up in this crucial phase 
of the struggle. Aid projects should be aimed not only at supplying essential 
food and medicines, but also at assisting SWAPO in building up its struc
tures in line with its responsibilities as a national bberation movement.

A system for the exchange of information on political developments, 
political and econcxtifc action and material aid pro^ams should be 
established.

Enf^t-eing Decree So. I l« the

Domeatie Courta of the United Statea
u

David J. Stephenson, Jr., J<x:elyn Sedney, and Jeairr aui Prentise 

Issues and Conclusions

1. Does Decree No. 1 confer standing on either individual citizens at the 
Ccxincil for Namibia?

Yes, probably both a citizen stockholder and the Ccxincil for Namibia 
would have standing because each could shew a tangible injury that is logicai- 
ly related to a valid claim for relief.

2. Is custcxTiary international law self-executing in the United States ccxirts?
Yes, customary international law has the same status as treaty law and 

is self-executing in United States ccxirts.

3. Is Decree No. 1 customary international law?
Yes, Decree No. 1 has a solid basis in custexnary international law by 

virtue of several U.N. resolutions, decisions by the International Ccxirt of 
Justice, and official statements by the U S. Department of State.

4. Is Decree No. 1 a self-executing treaty obligation of the United States?
Probably Decree No. 1 is not a self-executing treaty obligation since 

Decree No. 1 vests enforcement pexver in the Council fc* Namibia.

5. b an alleged violation of Decree No. la non-justkiable.Tlitical question?
It b arguable that enforcing Decree No. 1 primarily raises a legal ques

tion, rather than a political question, and therefore that it b justiciable, even 
thcxigh the Department of State has expressly declined to recognize it as 
legally binding.

6. Does a stockholder state a valid claim for relief against a corporation 
and Its directors by alleging breach of a fiduciary duty for Investing in 
Namibia?

%
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# Stephenson. Sedhey & PrenticeSince a coiporation’s investment In Namibia violates public poUcy, as 
embodied In customaiy intanatianal law, stockholders can state a vaUd claim 
(or relief by alegfng director breach of a fldudaiy duty of care.

7. Has the United States Department of State taken a position in support 
of Decree No. 1?

Ahhou^ the State Department has expressly not approved Decree No. 
1 itself, the Department has repeatedly taken positions supporting the basic 
tenets of Decree No. 1.

the obligations of the Mandate. On December 21, 1%2, the International 
Court found that it had jurisdiction to adjudicate upon the merits of the 
dispute.* Nevertheless, on July 18,1966, the Court found that Ethiopia and 
Liberia did not establish any legal right or Interest pertaining to their claims 
against South Africa.

Partially, in response to the International Court of Justice Opinion, in 
1%7 the U N. Council for South West Africa was created to administer 
the Territory and to act as Trustee over its natural resources.'

In 1969, the Security Council formally recognized General Assembly 
termination of South Afrta’s Mandate, followed by a request for an advisory 
opinion on the question of South Africa’s continued presence in Namibia 
from the International Court of Justice.’

The Security Council request culminated in the Namibia Opinion, 
wherein the Court stated as follows:

(1) Thai the continued presence of South Africa In Namibia being Segal. Sexith 
Africa is under obS^tkxi to withiaw its atbiiiilstjathji from NamMaimmetiateiy 
and thus put an raid to Its occtgjation of the Territoty;
12) That states members of the United Nations are under obSgatloo to roco^iize 
the illegality of South Africa's presence In Namibia and the tnvahdty of Its acts 
on behalf of or concerning Namfcia. and to refrain from In particular any deal- 
ings with the Government of South Africa ImiAiing rccoyiition of the lenity 
of. or lendhig support or assistance to. such p 
(3) That It is Incumbent upon states uhich are not members of the United Na
tions to ^ assistance, within the scope of subparajaph (2) abow. In the ac
tion which has been taken by the United Nations with re^rd to Namibia. '*

This advisory opinion was adopted by the U.N. Security Council in Resolu
tion 301, October 20, 1971."

In September 1974, the U.N. Council for Namibia adopted Decree No. 
1 for the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia, which was ap- 
provedby the General Assembly in December 1974." filter a/ia. Decree No. 
1 vested complete control of Namibian natural resources in the United Nee 
tions Council for Namibia.

7

Factual Background

South West Afika was renamed Namibia by the United Nations General 
Assembly on June 12,1968.' Its post-renaissance history commences with 
the 1878 British claim on Wahiis Bay, its only deep-sea port and shipping 
lane. Six years late the Kaiser claimed the rest of the territory as a German 
Protectorate.'

South Africa’s coixjuest of South West Africa in 1915 resulted in a 
League of Nations "C class' Mandate, whereby South Africa, as Maixfatory, 
was able to administer and legislate for South West Africa as an Integral 
part of itself.'

Between 1920 and the drafting of the United Nations Charter in 1945, 
South Africa jfvas able to entrench Its ajpartheid practices and ideology, in
terlock economies, atxl achieve favorable juxtaposition to ensure control over 
the Territory, and hopefully annex South West Africa as a fifth provitKe 
of the Union.

The League of Nations failed to formally transfer its Mandate to the 
United Nations in April 1946. H 
of Justice issued a Status Opinion stating that the League’s Mandate con
tinued in force with supervision to be exercised by the United Nations General 
Assembly.*

In June 1955, the International Court Issued a Voting Procedure 
OpMoa'which confirmed the right of the United Nations General Assembly 
to adopt resolutions on South West Africa by a two-thirds m^ority.

In 1962, South Africa responded^ charges in the International Court
that the Union failed to perform

i listraUon;

r, in 1950, the International Court
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Discussion

Issue No. 1: Does Decree 1 confer starxiing on either indiviclua) citizens 
or the Council for Namibia?

The three requirements for establishing the standing of the party seek
ing relief ate:

(1) Suffi^nt personal Interest to Insure concrete adverseness;'’
(2) Tltc compiatnant Is ivfthin the zone ol Interests.'* and
(3) There Is a lo^cal nexus between the clatm asserted and the claim sou^t
to be ac^udcated

Applying these three standards to Congressmen Diggs', Conyer’s, 
Rangel’s, and Stokes', and complainants WGabe’s, Vidal’s and The Coun
cil for Christian Social Action’s complaint that the Byrd Amervfment con
flicted with Security Council resolutions on Rhodesia, the D C. Circuit Court 
of Appeals found that these complainants had stat^g.'‘ The four con 
gressmen complainants had sought to travel in Rhodesia, but had been re
fused entry because of their race. The other complainants had similar, but 
not identk^ complaints. For example, the CoundTs missionaries had been 
subject to arrest arxl deportation. The Court found that these complainants 
suffered tangible injuries from action by Southern Rhodesia and that the 
prospects for leBef from the United States, even thou^ not a catainty, wet? 
lo^cally arid substantially enough related to the injuries to support starxiing.' ’

A review of the companion Diggs case shows that the district court con
ferred standing on plaintiffs,'' arxl the Court of Appeals affirmed the district 
court’s subject matter jurisdiction dismissal on a ^cxind ‘analytically distirxrt’ 
from standing.''

Hence, either Decree No. 1, or the customary international law uixler- 
pinning Decree No. 1, may confer starxiing if the complaiTtants can show 
a tangible personal injury ^t is logicaily linked to their claim for relief. For 
example, a suit by a corporate stockholder aBeg^ director breach of the 
fiduciary duty of care would probably confer starxiing shKe the Uiited States 
has expressly stated that it would not protect corporate activity in Namibia 
arxl because such investment is at least widely disapproved, if not illegal.

Sl^ibensoa Setkiey & Pnrtikx

internationally.” Such investments arguably violate public policy.’'
Similarly, a suit by the Council for Namibia would be analogous to a 

suit by a trustee on bdtalf of beneficiaries. The Courxril on Namibia would 
have an Interest comparable to, and in some ways nxxe tangible than, the 
Council for Christian Social Action. There is a logical nexus between the 
outcome of an action by the Courxnl for Namibia arxl the interests of its 
Namibian citizen beneficiaries.

Issue No. 2* Is customary Intematioivil law self-executir>g in the United 
States courts?

k

Customary intemadonal law is ‘self-executing,’ enforceable ii the federal 
courts of the United States Independent of congressional action.” In Filor- 
figo, two Paraguayan citizens filed an action In New York against a former 
Paraguayan policeman for wrongful death by torture.” The Secorxl Circuit 
reversed a district court dismissal, holding that offidar torture violates the 
law of nations and that the law of nations forms ‘an Integral part’ of the 
United States common law.” Customary international law, “must be ascer
tained and administered” by the United States federal courts.” It has the 
same status as treaty law and ‘supersedes irxxinsistent state arxl local laws 
and prior irxxxisistent federal laws ’”
Issue No. 3: Is Decree No. 1 customary international law? •

Filartiga relied on early Supreme Cc*jf^ecetot to identify appropriate 
sources of International Law: *

The law of nations %)ay be ascertained by consdtktg the works of jurists, 
writing professedly on'pubbc law; or by the 9
tions; or by judkd^ decisions recogilzhg and enforcing that law.’ United States 
V. SrrttK 18 U S. (5 Wheat.) 153.16061.5 L Ed. 57 (1820); Lopes u. Reedeni 
Richard Schroder. 225 F. Supp. 292. 295 (ED. Pa. 1963).*’

and practioe of na-
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Bhrtiga noted that the sources identified by the SmHh court were reaf 
finned in The Paquete Habana," and in 1945 by the International Court 
of Justice.*’

The Rkxrtiga court relied on the following sources to find that official 
torture is prohibited by customary international law:

ill Affidavits by distinguished scholars;'"
(2) A judclal opinion by the European Court of Human Ry«s;”
(3) The U.N. Charter and two General Assembly Resolutions;”
(4) Multilateral treaties;”
(5) The pronoisrcements of nations;”
(6| Statements by the U S. Department of State ”

There is evidence that the United States State Department has taken 
a position consistent with Decree No. 1 discouraging corporate investments 
in Namibia.”

Decree No. 1 is itself essentially a reaffirmation by a United States Coun
cil of two tenets of international law: (1) the right of the people of Namibia 
to self-determination and independence: and, (2) the right of that people to 
permanent sovereignty over its wealth and natural resources.*'

The first tenet is set forth In United Nations General Assembly Resolu
tion 1514 (XV) of December 14, I960.*' The second tenet is specifically 
set forth in United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1803 (XVII) of 
December 14,1962.*’ The legal basis for these Resolutions themselues was 
established by the June 1955 Voting Procedure Opinion of the International 
Court of Justice, which confinned the r^it of the General Assembly to adopt 
resolutions on South West Africa by a two-thirds majority, and by the 19^ 
Advisory Opinion on the fritemational Status of South West Africa, authoriz
ing the succession of authority from the League of Nations to the General 
Assembly of the United Nations." In 1966, the General Assembly almost

Suphmon, Sahcy A AenUce

unanimously revoked South Africa's mandate to administer South West 
Africa, Resolution 2145 (XXI), and undertook to administer it itself pursuant 
to article 81 of the U N. Charter. On May 19,1%7, the General Assembly 
created the Council for South West Africa (later Namibia) to take over 
trusteeship furxrikxrs pursuant to article 22 of the U.N. Charter."

General Assembly Resolution 2145 (XXI) of 1966, terrrrlnating South 
West Africa’s mandate, was confirmed by Security Council resolution 276 
(1970).‘* ,

Both General Assembly Resolution 2145 (XXI) of 1966 and 2248 
(S-V) of 19^7 were upheld by the International Court of Justice In its 1971 
Advisory O|)inion Conconing the Legal Corrsequences far States oi the Corb 
tinued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstan
ding Securtfe Coutrdl Resolution 276 (1970)”

When he Internationa) Court of Justice 
Assembly Resolutions, it rroted that:

It would not be correct to assume that because the Geiml Assembly b Irt prtn- 
dple vested with recommendatory powers. It b debarred from adoptbig, bi spectac 
cases within the framework of Its corrrpeterrce. rcsokitiaiu which make del«- 
nrinattoirs or have operative design.”

This Advisory Opinion was then adopted by the Security (Doundl.”
Security Council Resolution No. 276 states in pertinent part that "all 

states’ having economic or other interests in Namibia should refrain from 
dealings with South Africa that are inconsistent with Its continued illegal 
presence there." This portion of Resolution No. 276 was also held “bind
ing on all states members of the United Nations, which are thus imder obBga- 
tion to accept and carry them out . .

Therefore, by relying on traditicinal sources of customary kitemational 
law, it can be shown that Decree No. 1 has a solid basis in customary inter
national law. These sources include: two U.N. General AssenMy resolu
tions: three opinions by the International Court of Justice; two U.N. securi
ty council resolutions; statements by the U.S. Department of State; and 
Decree No. 1 itself, which is an authoritative statement by a Unttad Nations

ed these General
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Council. Since Decree No. 1 has the force of customary International law, 
It is both blrxling and self-executing in United States courts.

Issue No. 4: Is Decree No. 1 a self-executing treaty obligation of the United 
States?

Stephenson, Set^iey & Prentice

Further, even thou^ the Diggs court found that applying the pertinent 
Security Council Resolution was not justiciable, on remand the Department 
of Commerce held that the resolution was enforceable by individuals as in
ternational customary law.“

Since Decree No. 1 calls for specific action (unlike the U.N. Charter), 
a court following the Rkirtiga reasoning mi^t find it self-executing. A court 
that applied the Sei Fujli analysis used by the Diggs u. Richardson court 
would probably rely on language in the dmee vesting enforcement power 
In the Council for Namibia to find that the Decree, as a treaty, is unen
forceable by individuals.

Issue No. 5: Is an alleged violation of Decree No. 1 a non-justiciable political 
question?

In Diggs u. Schultz, the D C. Circuit held that an alleged violation by 
the Executive branch of the government of a treaty obligatian is a non- 
justiciable political question.” While holding that Security Council Resolu
tion 301 is not sell-executing, the D C. Circuit implied that complainants 
had again raised a non-justiciable political question in Diggs u. Richardson.^’ 
Bothdedsfxis emphasized that the conduct of foreign relations is tracfitional 
ly left to executive discretion.”

ifin action by either a kockholder or the Council for Namibia against 
a corporation for an alleged violation of Decree No. 1 might raise a political 
question, since It would question the expressed reluctance of the Depart
ment of State to consider Decree No. 1 binding law. Howevs, the State 
Department is on record as stating that It would not protect investments 
in Namibia.*”

Moreover, a compelling argument can be made that any actions by the 
Executive that contradict Decree No. 1 contravene either a treaty obligation 
or customary International law, or both.” It foBows that such an allegation 
raises a purely legal question, not a political one, since the teal issue is whether 
the Executive Is acting beyond Its authority, rather than withinjts discre
tion, In interpreting and implementing Decree No. 1.**

Ccxirts have applied ambigucxis standards to determine whether inter
national r^eements to which the United States is either directly or indirect- 

, ly a party ate self-executing. The Fllartiga court ambiguously stated that the 
United Nations Charter is not "wholly” self-executing — Imfiying that It may 
be “partiaUy” seK-executing — because it is so "broad.”** The Rkirtiga ccxirt 
also cited several scholarly treatises on the legal effect of resolutions by the 
U.N. General Assembly to Imply — but not expressly state — that since 
the resolutions are authoritative statements they are binding (xi U.N.
members.*’

In Diggs u. Richardsoa*” the court relied on the Restatement (Second) 
of Forei^ Relatkxis § 154 (1965) in finding that whether an international 
ageement Is self-executing is a matta-of interpretation for the courts.” Diggs 
held that United Nations Security (Council Resolution 301, corxiemed with 
the dealings of member states with Scxith Africa that are inconsistent with 
the rl^ts of the Namibian people” was not self-executing and hence con
ferred no r^its on individual citizens.

The Diggs Court based its Interpretation of the resolution on Sei FuW 
u. State," i.e., it held that the relevait considerations for a court deciding 
whether a treaty is self-executing are the "Intent" of the parties and, vaguer 
still, the "dreumstatKes" surrounding its execution.”* The court found that 
the resolution was concerned with matters traditionally left to executive 
discretion, i.e.. It was not justiciable.

The Diggs u. Richardson decision has been solidly criticized by Frank 
Newman for relying so heavily on a California Supreme Court decision de
cided 30 years ago in a political and legal climate that stultified human rights 
considerations.””
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Issue No. 6: Does a stockholder state a valid claim for relief against a cor
poration and its directors by alleging breach of a fiduciary duty for investing 
in Namibia?

In MBer u. American Telephone & Telegraph Co.." the Third Circuit 
held that, unda New York law. illegal acts committed by the directors of 
a corporation may breach a fiduciary duty even if the acts have been corrr- 
mitted in order to benefit the corporation. In Miller, the stockholders brought 
a derivative action against AT&T and all but orve of its directors for failing 
to collect a $1.5 million debt owed by the DenKKratic National Committee." 
Plaintiffs alleged, inter ata, that the debt was a political contribution in viola
tion of a federal prohibition on corporate campaign spending." The Miller 
court cited precedent to support its holding that directors may be legally 
restrained from engaging in activities that are against public policy, as em
bodied in the law. even if it ultimately benefited the corporation."

Decree No. 1 specifically prohibits any corporate involvement in Namibia 
that is not authorized by the Council for Namibia, and it permits the Coun
cil to seize any resources illegally taken from Namibia. Hence, since a cor 
poration's investment in Namibia violates public policy, as embodied in 
customary international law, stockholders can state a valid claim for relief 
by alleging director breach of^ f
Issue No. 7: Has the United States Department of State taken a position 
In support of Decree No. 1?

Stephensoa S«*Ky & Pientte

against South Africa because of enforcement difficulties."
The State Department discouragement of investment in Namibia has 

been restated while continuing to press South Africa In diplomatic channels.” 
The Department of State maintains that the choice of whether to invest in 
South Africa is up to the American investors:

We make certain they arc aware of the controversy about such investment, ex
plain our offkaaS neutrriity. r>ote the moral and social as wefl as ecorK»rtc artd 
poBBcal problems ol sroiklng bi an apartheid sodely. and mge tha< If they do 
invest they give priority attention to the matter of fair employment practices.’*

The United States abstained from voting on a draft resolution," 
cemlng the program of work of the United Nations Council for Namibia 
because of reservations concerning the practical authority of the Council." 
At the same time reservations were expressed as to whether it is feasible 
and legally appropriate to require member states to enforce the provisions 
of Decree No. 1 of the United Nations Council for Namibia.” ^

The United States' policy of no protection to post 1966 Am«^ in
vestments in Namibia in the event claims are pressed by a future l^aUmatec 
Namibian government has remained uncontradicted since 1970. White in
1981, the Department of State said that “South Africa is an integral (Bid. 
important element of the global economic system . . . .”" investment In^' 
Namibia has not been specifically mentioned in the past three years.

Althou^ the State Department has not upheld Decree No. 1, but rather 
expressed reservations about its enforcement, the Department has, since 
1970, consistently discouraged investment in Namibia.

Following is a year by year, synopsis of the search through Department 
of State publications concerning Namibia.”

1982. The Department of State stresses not only the enerdse e< self- 
determination by Namibians but the security of her nei^bors as well. ThU

<5.

con-

fiduciary duty of care.

in 1970, the United States reiterated its protest of South African pdicies 
towards Namibia and instituted the following steps:

(1) The U.S. wif! henceforth officially disco 
in Namibia.
(2) Export-Import Bank credit guarvitees will not be made available for trade 
with Namibia.
(3) U.S. natkxuds who invest in Namibia on the basis of rt^ts acquired throu^ 
the South African Government since adoption of Generd Assem^ Resolution 
2145 October 27.1966 will not receive U.S. Government assistance in protec 
tion of such investment against claims of a future lawful government of Namibia.
(4) The United States will encourage other n^ions to take actions sirrdar to

nent by U.S. nationals
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these.*’
At the same time the United States rgccted marKlatory economic sanctions
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Suphamn Stdntj/A PmtPce
armed struggle were both rqected. The United States abstained on the 
Resolution regarding the work of the Council for Namibia since previous 
reservations about the implications M the Resolution aird iIk practical 
authority of the Council were still notresolved.

The U S, also abstained on the draft resohiHon condemning economic / i 
relations with South Afhca because of reservations as to whether it is feasi
ble and legally appropriate to require member states to enforce the provi
sions of Decree No. 1 of the United Nations Council for Namibia. The State 
Department does see the minority governments of Rhodesia. South Africa, 
and Namibia as violating fundamental hurnan ri^ts spelled out in the United 
Nations Declaration of Human Ri^ts.

The State Department reaffirmed the discouragement of the government 
effective since 1970 of all American investment in Namibia. Export-Import 
Bank facilities arc not available for trade with the tetrltory, and no future 
investments made on the basis of ri^te acquired from the South African 
Government following termination of the Mandate would receive U.§. govern
ment protection against the claims of a future legitimate government in 
Namibia. Firms already doing business in Namibia are urged to conform 
with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The State Department emphasizes its neutral role as far as investment 
in South Africa goes. If asked for information, the businesses are provided 
with information on controversies in the region, and warned of moral, social, 
economic and political ramificattons of working in an apartheid society.

At the Maputo Conference, Andrew Young, representative to the Uniled ' 
Nations, spoke. A declaration was adopted at that conference by consen
sus encouraging nations to follow Decree No. 1.

1976. The State Department continues to dissuade iQvestment in Namibia 
as it has siix:e the 1966 Resolution in the U.N. dissoh^ng the South African 
trusteeship. It also continues to withhold U.S. protection of businesses 
established in Namibia after 1966. Shipments of.prms and military equip
ment is prohibited. Secretary Kissinger urges businesses to practice in the 
same way they would at home, i.e., not to practice apartheid.

Conclusion

Earlier articles in this issue have established the status of Decree No.
1 in International Law, and demonstrated that mr^or n^ions, fricluding the 
U.S., have largely ignoredthe decree, or failed to act iqxin its implications.
As U.S. citizens, the authors of this paper, originally prepared as a le^ 
brief, have sought to trace the meens whet^ enforcement mi^t become
effective, if appropriaM ottcials or concerned citizens have the will to take
!•<« M Qawten, IMS

is coupled with a concern over Cuban involvement in Angola and a coin
ciding communist presence in Namibia. The State Department claims not 
to have made Oubw withdrawal from Angola a precondition to the settle
ment of the Namibian question but considers the two problems inseparable. 
Potential for increased U.S. investment in Namibia is mentioned and stressed 
as a mutual merest between South Africa and the United States. The Reagan 
administration sees a quiet evohitionziy change as preferable to an immediate 
solution.

!

Restrictions on sales to South Africa were relaxed because of the 
alleged iiKonsequential effect on South Africa's military build-up.

1981. The posltton of the State Department is portrayed as one of con- 
fldeiKe and friendship towards South Africa rath« than isolation. The goal 

I that Namibia will be free of foreign presence or foreign troops. 
Soviets are identify as the suppliers of SWAPO, an cxgarfization 
characterized as an element that inflicts terror atxl bloodshed upon the 
populace of Namibia.

The re^cxial policy in Africa itKludes support for open market oppor 
tuni^ and access to key resources. The flow ofr 
arid South Africa is seen as reinforcing a solid 
idea of ^walking away” from South Africa and economic ties with that country 
are flatly r^ected. Fostering trade and investment is. seen as a means to 
a solution of the Namibian problem.
1980. The State Department addresses U.S. corporations in South Africa 
and notes that they play an important role in leverage for social and political 
change. U.S. Arms operating in South Africa are urged to institute, main 
tain, and expand enfl^itened employment pracfices for their black employees, 
including improvements in wages, working conditions, fringe benefits and 
opportunities for advancement. It is noted that 135 LTS. companies have 
sis^ the “Sullivan Principles,’ a set of principles for fair employment prac
tices by U.S. companies doing business in South Africa. Those corpora
tions employing fair employment practices had restrictions eased by the 
Expai-Import Bank.
1979. Economic relations with South Africa are seen as a positive force 
for proiTKitlng change in that society, provided that the corripanies operating 
there act as agents for positive change.
1978. The State Department is hesitant to impose sanctions on South Africa . 
fearing this will result in loss of trust. The U.S. leaves the determination 
of Walvis Bay to post-independence negotiations, refusing to take a stand.
1977. The Department of State explains U.S. voting ag^st several draft 
resolutions on Namibia in the U.N. Arms embargoes and tadt approval of
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the necessary steps, within the legal jurisdiction of the United States.
A peaceful solution can only come through understanding the issues 

and addressing human rights concerns, international law, and self- 
determlnatiori for the peoples of Namibia. To a large extent, the means and 
methods employed by the Internationa] community in this dilemma will deter
mine those used to resolve future international conflicts of similar nature, 
the intematicnal posture toward the maintenance of state sovereignty against 
ItiMary occupation by another state and self-determination for the world's 
remaining dependent territories.

Letters to The Editors
Ad Exchange of Views on Namibia

The Editors. Africa Today:
I have just read with great interest Voluifi 29, No 3 (1982 J Quarter) copy 

of "Africa Today. "
Your publication is a laudable and worthy exercise which deserves support.

I realije that all of the opinions expressed are not necessarily those of your 
organization or the University of Denver, but nevertheless, I would like to say 
that I do feel that the article by James H. Mittelman enUtled, “Correspondent’s 
Report: The Other War in the South Atlantic” is so nearly a pure piece of prop
aganda that it has little factual worth It simply was not well researched, is replete 
with misstatements and was obviously written to be presented to a 
biased audience, namely the United Nations Council for Namibia.

To demonstrate what I am referring to, the author states on page 45 that, 
"the fact is that Cuban troops were dispatched to Angola in 1975, after South 
Africa, the U S. and Zaire had aided the two losing factions in the dvil war and 
Moscow had backed the winner. ”

This statement is not true since South Africa did not send its defense forces 
to Namibia until October in response to the arrival of the first Cuban troops in 
Angola in the month before. September ThU foUowed the visit of President dos 
Santos of Angola to Havana in July . My authority for this is the chapter, “The 
New Political Offensive” in the authoritative bo^ by Cord Meyer, editorialist 
and former Deputy Director of the CIA, entitled. Facing Reality From World * 
Federalism to the CIA.

A

*.

Sincerely, 
Marion H. Smoak 

Ambassador of the U S. (Ret.)

/ %
The Editors, Africa Today:

It is not surprising that a retired spokesman for the United Stated govern
ment disputes my interpretation of the turn of events in the South Atlantic (Africa 

'Today, 1982 3rd Quarter), which cudgels Washington's poUcy in the region. 
However, in dubbing my article “a pure piece of propaganda,” Ambassador
Marion R Snooak goes no furtljer than to assert his view of the tiimiig of the move
ment of South African and Cuban troops into Angola. The ambassador betrays 
his biases in citing only one source — “the authoritative book” by a former deputy 
director of the Central Intelligence Agency.

Ambassador Smoak’s letter sidesteps the core of my comnwntsconceriaing ^
the misdirected path of American policy in the South Atlantic. Rather, in deal- 5
ing with bibliography rathet than substance, he invokes a tired stalUng-bane: 
the Angolan imbrogUo is part of a Soviet global plan, not primarily an African 
issue. On this point, Ambaaaador Smoak's authoritative source. Cord Meyer, is 
unequivocal:

ThroiMhout (197S and 1978), the Soviete were able to derive a critical 
advantage from beii« able to mask with secrecy large movements

latAlMlQiMra 1«N
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of troops and armaments and to depend upon the secret discipline 
of Communist parties. Here, then, as clearly as I could reconstruct 
it in London, is the story of how the Soviets brought their queen, 
Castro’s Cuban troops, into play on the Angolan chessboard to win 
a decisive victory and to prepare the way for future successful adven
tures in Africa.

Quite clearly, the ambassador’s source of informatM&is an interested party in 
the conflict seeking to justify a government agency’s covert action program. 
Perhaps Ambassador Smoak ought also to consider John Stockwell’s In Search 
of Enemies, ’Hiis book, by the CIA's Angola Task Force chief from July 1975 
toJJecember 1976, makes clear that the agency began supporting Holden 
Roberto's FNLA long before Cuba Tust introduced regular army units into Angola 
in 1975. Moreover, Stockwell indicates that the CIA has persistently fed false in
formation to the U S. Congress and the public about foreign intervention in Angola 

* Given the quality of information provided by the agency during the Vietnam 
War and immediately before the seizure of the hostages in Iran, one would ex
pect Ambassador Smoak to cite accounts other than Cord Meyer’s. For exam
ple, there is Seymour Hersh’s disclosure m the New York Times (December 19, 
1975): “The Ford Administration’s initial authorization for substantial Central 
Intelligence Agency Tinancial operations inside Angola came in January 1975, 
more than two months before the first significant Soviet build-up, well-informed 
officials report” To be sure, lor many years the CIA, South Africa, and Zaire 
had been backing the FNLA and UNTTA, and the Soviet Union had supported 
the winner, the MPLA. But the critical decision was made in January 1975, when 
the Forty Committee gave Holden Roberto $300,000 in covert funds, according 
to Hersh.

Undoubtedly it Is difficult to unravel the tangle of events in 1975. Nathaniel 
Davis, U S. assistant secretary of state for African affairs in the spring and sum
mer of 1975, says that South African troops occupied the Cunene Dam complex 
in southern Angola in August 1973, adding that one must go back much further 
in time to detect the original interventions. But it is clear that in summer 1975, 
former Secretary of State Kissinger secretly channeled $32 million in aid to the 
factions favored by Washington. Shortly thereafter — Stockwell maintains in Oc
tober — Cuba’s regular troops arrived. Secretary Kissinger turned to Congress 
for a 10-fold increase in aid, but the Congress scotched his bid. By this time, Davis 
had resigned, disagreeing over his boss’ uncompromising stance in Angola, and 
Kissinger doggedly refused to account for the prior involvement of the U.S. and 
South Africa in the war

The fundamental issue raised in my article, which Ambassador Smoak 
evades, is not the chronology of events in Angola tait the premises of American 
policy toward southern Africa. Our policy in Angola tells us more about anti
communist preconceptions in the U.S. than it does about problems in the sub
continent. A careful examination of the policy demonstrates that American in
sistence on linking South African and Cuban tr^ withdrawals from Angola gives 
South Africa a pretext to linger in Namibia. It raises the larger question of whether 
the U.S. government will cease to support the forces of reaction, ride the tide 
of history, and adopt a position that is morally right — initiate constructive 
engagement with the black majority in the white redoubt.

A Journalist Objects

The Editors, Africa Today:

As a correspoodent covering Africa for 20 years, the last sev«i of those for 
cy, I was fascinated iv Dan Connell's “Return of the 

Ugly American" in your 4th quarter issue of last year.
I’ve yet to slay in a Hilton: most hotels I’ve stayed in on my many travels 

have been seedy, run-down joints where running water is rare and cockroaches 
common. A Range-Rovo- I’m yet to drive: budget restrictiaos usuaUy stretch to 
a battered 20-year-old taxi that surprises one if it doesn’t break down or, at best, 
a two-door rental. Bottled water, in countries where it is recommended by the 
WHO or the local health authorities, is scarcely a luxury. And translators, 
themselves an invaluable link to local people, are oft 
correspondents yet to master all of the continent’s hundreds of languages and 
dialects.

an A

r

1^ I to those Africa

#,
But, then, perhaps I’ve been unlucky. Yet I’d be interested to know wim I 

could use an American E]q>ress card, if I had one. in Ouagadougu, Timbuktu, 
LikasiorBeira?

Mr, Connell clearly has met the wrong type of foreign correspoodent in his 
journeys. He also has evidenUy read the wrong books. For The Ugly 

American, on which his whde smear is based, was written by Bill Lederer and 
Eugene Burdick and not by Graham Greene who in fact wrote The Quiet 
American.

own

Sinco^,
JohnEdiin

Footnote: I have no particular interest in defending U .S. journalists as I am a 
New Zealander.

f-

Editor’s Note: Respoosibility for the confusion between The Quiet American 
and The Ugly AmericaB is mine, not Dan Connell’s. His original draft referred 
only to ‘The ISGO’s novel The Ugfy American.’' and the attributioa of authorship 
to Greoie was made by me wbei} I asked him to expand the refo'ence to make it
clear that the American in the novel did not correspood with the stereotype with
which the phrase has become associated in pc^ar usage. My ap(ri(^es. EAH.

Sincerely, 
James H. Mittelman

Dean, Graduate School of International Studies. University of Denver
AFRICA TODAY 85IttAZndQuarten, 196384



Elizobeth M. DaviesC^rregpondent*g Report:

4frica and the World Council of Churchex
the cxjntcxt of these purposes, the Africai churches in cooperation 

each other made their requests at the Vancouver assembly In the areas 
of development, knowledge, transrtational corporations, the environment, 
and refugees. These requests were for WCC material aid, pitnardy, ahhou^ 
specific requests for money were never made. Rather, die chi^hes asked 
for “support” for projects which they enumerated according ttTarea of 
concern.

Elizabeth M. Davies

The World Council of Churches held its sixth general assembly in Van
couver, British Columbia, Canada, in the summer of 1983. This is the first 
time the general assembly has met on the North American continent since 
the second assembly in Evanston. Illinois, in 1954. African participation was 
evident from the beginning, when at the opening worship a Zimbabwean 
mother made a dramatic presentation of her baby at the altar as a symbol 
of life.

The requests for help in development included requests for encourag
ing dialogue and exchange of personnel and experience both within Africa 
and among all Third World regions. Thee was also a request that the WCC 
‘study ways arxl means of achieving real, just, participatory arxl sustainable 
development which will benefit the people, especially the most deprived sec
tions of the population.”

The African churches asked the WCC to help improve access to 
knowledge, especially scientific and technical knowledge. The African chur
ches asked the WCC to shoulder the responsibility of dissemination of in
formation by means of information bulletins and seminars. The WCC should 
also assist the churches In creating centers for ‘study, adaptation, develop
ment arid improvement of technologies,” The African churches are also in
terested in seeing indigenous technologies put to use.

Also in the area of knowledge, the Africans requested aid for pto^ams 
already initiated by the African churches for the development of literacy arxl 
reading. They asked the WCC to help these progams by training person
nel and equipping progam centers with the means for production and 
distTibutlon of books, and giving aid In the development ,of the churches’ 
mass mecka.

The WCC and the African churches had scheduled a conferetKe on 
transnational corporations which failed to take place. In light of this, “the 
churches of Africa request the continuation of this program along the lines 
tecommended by Central Committee in July 1982 and that its implementa
tion priority be assigned to the African region; and that the African chur
ches and leaders be closely associated In it at all levels.”

Concerns of the African churches regarding the environment include 
both the depletion of natural resources and what they term the un
precedented deterioratlcn of the envirxximent.” They attribute this deteriora
tion to the activities of muhbrational corporations and the policy of the in
dustrial countries, which the African churches accuse of turning Africa into 
‘a dumping ground for dirty and pollutive industries and nuclear waste.” The 
aid requested from the WCC in this area entails wide publicity of the pro
blem arxl help in organizing communications between the churthes in orda 
to begin protecting the environment.
JstAMQiiXeniJISS

The African region has the hi^iest membership in the World Courx^l 
of Churches (WCC) with sixty-one churches as members. The next highest 
region is Asia, with fifty-eight member churches. Roughly one fourth of the 
delegates to the sixth general assembly of the WCC came from Africa. These 
delegates came in addition to such people as Chief Justice Annie Jiagge 
of Ghana, Dr. Allan Boesak and Bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa, 
and the Reverend Maxime Rafransoa of the All Africa Confererxe of Church
es (AACC). These people and yet other Africansjame in the capacity of 
visitors, advisors and presidents.

The AACC had a strong^preserxe at the assembly. Some of its officers 
came as visitors and others as delegates from their churches, and some of 
the staff were hired by the WCCTto work at the assembly. The AACC is 
not a member of the World Council because it is already a collective organiza
tion, but the two organizations have a ^lose relationship, working on each 
other’s projects together and attending each other’s meetings.

When asked what the World Council of Churches means to Africa, 
Bishop Manas Buthelezi of South Africa answered that the question could 
be taken on various levels. One, a WCC assembly gives the churches in 
Africa a chance to meet other churches in the world because they are all 
together in one place. Second, it provides a place where people can air their 
fears, or as he put it, “a political forum for the voiceless.” Third, it responds 
in specific ways to African issues, which makes the church real to Africans. 
The best example of this in his view is the Programme to Combat Racism, 
a division of the WCC, uj^kh provides material aid to people who arc brarxl- 
ed as “terrorists” In sorhe ctrr^ but who are seen as family members by 
many Africans. His last point was that the WCC provides a means to take 
problems for which Africans may not have solutions and make them inter
national, which gives some hope.
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The requests for aid to refugees were the most extensive. These requests 
centered around appeals to governments to end conditions which produce 
refugees, and to help with either repatriation of refugees or help In settling 
persons who elect not to return home. The WCC can help most in this area 
by making these appeals international. There were also demands for even 
morrvigarous denouncements of the South African government, and com
plete solidarity, iwterially, rmrally, and politically with the oppressed popula
tions of South Africa and Namibia.

With signifk^t impact from African delegates the Assembly adopted 
a statement on Southern Africa that strongly condemned apartheid, noted 
widespread violations of human rights in South Africa and the Bantustans, 
commended the South African Council of ChurchB 
witnesses, many banned and imprisoned, and oppoi 
forts at destabilization in neighboring countries. It also endorsed the strong 
stand of the Christian Council of Namibia In opposition to South Africa's 
illegal occupation of the Territory and the acts of oppression and terror 
resulting from it, and called for the Immediate implementation of UN resolu
tion 435 for the independence of Namibia. It specifically requested churches 
in the countries of the western contact group to intensify pressures on their 
government to give urgent and effective support to suefvimplementation.

The contribution of Africa to the WCC goes far beyond the role of its • 
churches in making the human needs of the continent known to the wider 
church. The bias In favor of the poor and oppressed, implicit in Christian 
doctrine but easily ignored by the moreaffluent churches, is made concrete 
by the presence in the WCC of represShtatives of the churches in Africa 
and other parts of the Third World.

Africa has provided many of the more respected leaders of the WCC. 
The newest leader from Afriu is Bishop Walter Makulu. Bishop Makulu 
Is Anglican Bishop of Botswana, presidait of the AACC, and a South African 
exile. The VarKOuver assembly elected him to be one of the WCCs new 
presidents. African leaders from all parts of the continent serve in impor
tant positions on the staff, the Executive Committee and the various com
missions and agetKies of the Council.

Two of the World CounciTs most respected spiritual leaders ate Dr. Allan 
Boesak and Bishop Desmond Tutu, both South Africans. The very fact that 
some of their most loved members know persecution has had an important 
harxl in directing WCCs alliance to all of the politically voiceless in the world.
It is enough to bias the symflBthl^ of the WCC that some of its leadets 
ate persecuted, but It is also important simply that these men are leaders. 
As leaders they are able to direct resources, moral and material, into help
ing victims of the South African system. By setting precedents, this action 
assures that the resources of the WCC will continue to go to victims all over 
the world.
n ,
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Tfte Making of a 
A Compelling IVamibian Autohiographg

Igtionary:

Elizabeth S. Landis

BATTLEFRONT NAMIBIA. John Ya-Otto, with Ole GjetsUd and Michael 
Mercer. (Lawrence Hill and Co , 1981) 151 pp. W.gs paper.

«
[f John Ya-Otto, the gifted child of poor but aspiring people, had grown up in 

the United States, his story would probably have followed a cooventiona] line: 
youn^ boc^h sclK^rship wini^ survives tile rituals and agonies of 
adolescence and young manhood, struggles for acceptance by the estaMisb-

w uotu recOTtly wu the SeiSor PoSttcal 
forNuttltate

EUxabelfa S. to ■ New Yorii-beaed lirtannCkRial ]»w]
AlTaIrt Officer In the office of the United Netkee Comm^j
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ment, and ends as the holder of an endowed chair at a university or the 
presidency of a professional society.

But because he was bom in Namibia, his story is political: his education — 
a series of lessons in black and white; his rituals — organizing and confronting 
authority in the cause of national liberation: and his achievements — imprison
ment, torture, and exile. Today he is SWAPO’s Minister of Labour — recogni
tion of his skfll and devotion —; but he is minister in exile, waiting like his com
rades, for the diplomatic or military victory that will allow them to return 
home.

Massacre" explains better than any sociologist’s thesis Sam Nujonu’s continu
ing rapport with his people. While outsiders condescendingly compue Us 
simp#city and lack of formal education with Mugabe’s sophisticatioo and 
plethora of advanced degrees, Ya-Otto demonstrates, through his own case, Nu- 
joma’s great gift of judging people and inspiring them to deeds of courage and 
sacrifice. Thus SWAPO’s president exonerated the young teacher and (— 
ly persuaded him to commit himself to the liberation movement. N: 
great political skills and judgment are documented in the same chapter. For 
example, it is noted, almost as an aside, that the Herero Advisory Board that 
called the teachers to account had been created — like the Advisory Boards for 
other "ethnic groups ” — to hand down government policy to the ‘‘natives,’’ but 
had been converted, largely through Nujoma’s political skill, into a body 
representing the community Later Ya-Otto points out that while he and other 
SWAPO members gloated over the first pubUc meeting on Katutura, in which 
white officials fled the dais to escape pubUc derision, ’’Sam was not smiling. 
‘You can't make fools of the Boers,’ he said pensively. ‘Sooner or later they are 
going to make us pay for this.’ "

The end of Ya-Otto’s activities came, after a seriea. of warnings, in 
December 1966. Arrested at school as he was passing out exam questions, Ya- 
Otto was flown to Pretoria along with a group of SWAPO comrades. There he 
endured weeks of vicious torture in the notorious Kompol, Pretoria Local 
Prison.

I’S

The batik may be roughly divided into two parts by Ya-Otto s arrest, at the 
age of 28, for “terrorism.” The first half describes his political awakening, 
education, and development; the second his survival under torture, trial, and 
continuing persecution until he finally, unwillingly, flees Namibia.

John Otto’s account of his youth is filled with ostensibly non-political 
memories: of his energetic aunt, laundress by day and “shebeen queen” on 
Saturday nights, who smuggled him as a baby from Ovamboland, where he was 
bom, to her home in the south of Namibia; of his happy year on the farm of his 
Uncle Rheinholdt, where his linguistic gifts were first recognized and reward
ed; of his early adolescence with his lincle Isak, the poor evangelist, in the loca
tion at Tsumeb; of his educaUon at Augustineum College, the only high school 
— such as it was — for Africans in the Territory.

Yet from each of these memories he distills some political lesscxi, some ex
perience that ccmtributed ultimately to his decision to devote himself to the 
liberation of his country,

When he graduated, valedictorian, from Augustineum, however, he was 
still unpoliticized, respectful of autDority, anxious to devote himself to teaching. 
In his naivete he came close to permanently estranging himself from the com
munity.

He survived, but barely. When he was finally released, from 
“interrogation” to a regular prism cell, he was ctKnatose, suffered temporary 
paralysis and blurred vision, and was unable to sleep due to the pain from the 
bums and bruises that covered his body. For months he was kqjt in soUtary 
confinement without reading materials, exercise, or word from his family. As 
his mind cleared, he wondered whether his young wife would be true to him in 
his long - possibly lifelong - absence; and he questioned whether be should 
have devoted all his time to SWAPO and virtually none to her.

FinaUy be was brought to court with 36 other Namibi^, to plead to 
charges under the Terrorism Act — which had be«i passed with retrospective 
effect to cover acts they were accused of committing years earlier. Hie law 
created an all-inclusive crime of terrorism, presumed guilt instead of in- 
Docmce, permitted retrial on the same charge after acquittal,, and generally 
violated aU the standards for criminal trials developed in the Western World.

From John Otto’s viewpoint, the “terrorism trial” which followed pitted the 
defendants’ advocates (barristers), who were concerned about minimizing
sentences (and thereby maximizing thdr professional reputations), against the
defendants, who were m«*e concerned about twinging their cause to public 
notice than about reducing penalties. (It seemed a foregone conclusion that all 
would be convicted under the law. which made “terrorism” a ca|dUl offend 
and set five years as the minimum sentence.) Ultimately the group reluctantly 
agreed to most of the compromises pushed by their lawyers. But they refriaed to 
tone down the words Hermann Ja-Toivo addressed to the court on behalf of all 
of them at the end of the trial. In a free Namibia this moving speech will un- 
doubtedly have a special place of honour. •

l^as In the midst of these disputes with the advocates and of a general ___
cC doom that Ya-Ottd learned that his baby son had died soon after he 

was arrested and the prison authorities had withheld the news from him for 
months. His anguish, ra^e, and despair art conveyed In a single paragraphthat

I»tA2nd Quarten. 1983

At that time the local authorities were trying to persuade the Africans who 
lived in the ramshackle “Old Location” of Windhoek to move to Katutura. a 

“improved” ghetto to be built for them further from town. Ya-Otto assisted 
other teachers in taking the school children on a government-sponsored tour of 
Katutura; then, under the guidance of a senior instructor, he cmiducted a cen
sus of Ovambo children to prove that they were numerous enough to deserve 
their own school — a school which would, he was later told, of course be built in 
Katutura. The parents exploded in wrath and called the sdiool staff to account 
at a public meeting. Sam Nujoma led the inquisition, but refrained from levell
ing charges at the frightened Ya-Otto, who shrank under his “stem gaze.”

Subsequently Nujoma deliberately requested the conscience-stricken 
young teacher to translate for him at meetings with community leaders in cen
tral and southern Namibia. John Otto remained lea^ of joining OPO (the 
predecessm* of SWAPO) but was drawn bit by bit into the organization’s pro
posed boycott of municipal services to protest official plans to move the 
Africans to Katutura. He was at the scene on December 10,1959, when the police 
fired volley after volley into an angry, but unarmed, crowd near the municipal 
beerbail. Ya-Otto's companion, who had gone with him because “it might be 
dangerous down there,” died with a bullet in his back.

From that day Ya-Otto became a SWAPO militont, organizing, speaking, 
jousting with the authorities, and slowly moving into a leadership position as 
senior members were forced to flee the Territory.

It should be noted. Incidentally, that the chapter on “The Windhoek

new
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is perbaps the most moviog in tbe entire book.
Of all the defense counsel only Joel Carlson, tbe attorney (soUcitor), won 

Ya-Otto’s ungrudging admiratioa. He brought the defendants food and clothing, 
notiBed their families, and understood their desire to use the triai to make a 
poUUcal statement, although he was unable to convince his professional col
leagues on the last point. More importantly, he went to Europe and the United 
States during a trial recess and rallied public interest and support. Messages 
from around tbe world reached the accused, raising their spirits and inspiring 
more active participation in their defense; foreign press and diplomatic 
observers begim to attend the trial daily, forcing the authorities to modify their 
behavior. To those who know Mr. Carlson, Ya-Otto’s reference to his “broken 
Afrikaans” will be a source of great amusement.

In fact John Otto was one of four defendants that benefitted personally from 
tbe defense lawyers’ tactics. Because the evidence was so siim against him, he 
was found guilty, under a compromise worked out with the prosecution, of a 
lesser offense unto the Suppression of Communism Act. He was sentenced to 
five years’ ij .

Deported to Ovamboland when he left prison, Ya-Otto was bounded out of 
every job he took by sycophantic chiefs. When he was at his iowest ebb flnan- 
dally and psychologically, the authorities tried to humiliate him further by of
fering hinA clerk's isyn tbe local “pass” office. But be held out and evraitual- 
^ managed to refauilq|^Kfe. He participated in tbe general strike of 1971-72 that 
shut down the entire^|ptory.

As he succeeded in reestablishing himseif, however, he came into increas
ing danger from the authorities. When in 1974 thuolice came looking for him 
once more, his friends and family persuaded himto flee to save his life. The 
memoir ends as he sadly slips through the barbed wire border fence, picks up 
his suitcase, and joins “tbe iine of dark figures beading into the bush, waiking

Gold and Labor in South Africa:
The Early Period

Jama Cobbe

JCAN CHEAP 
edgB and Keigan

Norman Levy, THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE SOUTH 
LABOUR SYSTEM. (London, Boston, Melbourne & Henleyi'' 
Paul, 1962). 367 pp., (32.90
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north.”
This book is must reading for anyone who wants to understand the Nami

bian experience. It should be on the bookshelves of every Africanist and every 
human rights advocate, to give substance to the abstractions of academic and 

essional discourse.
More importantly, of course, this book sbouid be read in Washington by 

those who guide our foreign policy. But if the Administratioo is unwilling to 
read (or pomprebend), copies of Ya-Otto’s autobiography sbouid be sent by con
cerned Citizens tAheir (^ongressi 
recast American relations with southern Africa.
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1
in its om right. The problems involve scope and tuning. There has been a substan-
tial delay between writing and publicatkn, indicated indirectly by the dates of 
citations to the secondary literature — none of them later than 1978, the majori
ty much earlier. More importanUy, Dr. Levy's inteUectual objectives were 
modest, and this limits the scope of the argument. Essentially - some might 
argue in more senses than one for an LSE doctorate - the objective of the book 
is to provide a narrative account illuminated by standard economic reasoning. 
As Donald Denoon noted with some vehemence in his review in African Affairs 
(*2:3Z7, April 1988, p. 297), “the historiography of TransVaal gold miiimg is now 
. nf ihi mim” and mw which has beof Changing fairly rapid-
ly. Significant contributions to the literature of early go)d mining in South Africa 
have been made over the last decade by writers wlw not only examine the
economics of the indiBtry, bu^gjpo approach the problems of explanaUon through
tbefools of class analysis. The most telling criUcism of Dr. Levy's hbok is that 
it to a very large exteit evades the quesUons raised by these recent contribu- 
tiaa, and thus makes itself largely irrelevant to the current concerns of 
spcciftlists.

However, at the risk of repeUUon, it should still be stressed that the facts are 
mostly all here. Specialists will still find it useful as a reference, and'non- 
spedalists who want to know the facts and are uninterested in the theoretical 
debates of spedalists can find them here.

/
Afrikaner History and Culture <
J. Alton Templin

Barbara Villet BLOOD RIVER: The Passionate Saga of South Afiica’a 
Afrikaners and of Life in their Embattled Land. (New York: Everest House, 1982.)
255 pp., $16.95

This study captures very well the historical context of South Africa Since 16S2,
as well as the deep concerns and tensions which punctuate the Apartheid culture. 
The latter is the capitalist society of the white minority (17%) built on the 
legislated segregation of the majority (83%) of the various Bantu bribes, plus • 
Asians and Colored (of mixed races). The author balances historical narrative,' 
interviews with key figures from several significant groups within the culture, 
and contemporary critique. This is a journalistic accounL and does not have any 
footnotes nor bibliography. There are sufficient references, however, and quota
tions from primary sources to indicate that the study rests on considtnUe 
historical research and contemporary analysis.

For example, the author summarized a conversation with an “angry young 
dominee” (Dutch Reformed ministk) which reflects thnmwTitta “creed” of 
the dominant Nationalist party of South Africa. “God, he had intWsd, had made 
all and made them unequal in accordance with His inscrutable Win — some to 
be saved, some to be damned. God has preordained the spheres of human 
endeavor and the spheres of human society from before all tiine, marking some 
for mastery and others for servitude in accwdance with His own divine plan, 
and to question His order was . . blasphemous'’ (p. 33) . This was then developed 
into a “civil teligioo’' ftdlowing the An^Boer war (1889-1902). “It was inevitable, 
therefore, that Afrikaner nationalism would reemerge from the ashes of the war 
like the proverbial phoenix and that, reborn in defeat and nurtured on tales of 
martyrs and beroes in the bitter postwar years, it would prove more militant, 
more absolute, and more dangerous than ever before" (p. 187). Especially when 
the Nationalist Party won the election in 1948 and after South Africa declared 
itself a Republic in 1961 (no longer part of the British Commonwealth) the ihetoic 
of civil rdigion seemed to be jpstiried. There are two remaining problems.

SfMftfh Africa’s Beleaguered Press s

4ChriatlaB P. Potholm and Alison Leavitt

RicbardPoUock, UP AGAINST APARTHEID; The Role and Plight of the Press 
in Soath,^Airica'tCnl)ondale and Edwardsville; Southern Illinois University Press, 
1981), pp. 157; 112.96.

1

Richard Pollock depicts the press in South Africa and notes that it is severe
ly hampered by the stringent controls placed on its activities by the present Na
tionalist government. In his view, the English language press is the “lone 
megaphem of dissent'’ continually attacking the government and its policy Of 
apwt^ even though these attacks put the individual reporters and editors at 
great risk.

Outlining various government activities, incluAag the massive propagan
da scandal known as “Muldorgale,” Pollock sees the English speaking press as 
a tempting target for the government and its continual efforts to mute criticism 
of its policMs. Moreover, he contends that the government of Prime Minister 

1 rather than decreased the leggl harassment of journalists.

First, the financial success of the Afrikaner culture, based especially on 
diamonds, gold and other minerals, raised the standard of education, thevfqalth 
and the culture not only of the white minority who had always been inteaniral, 
but of the African majority as well. The lattw, while paid only hpprood^tdy 
1/10 the wages (rf a comparable white worker, nevertheless gained sMIM flight 
economic advantage over those who lived in the “homelands.” In addition, the 
paiemalistic white government provided certain rudiinentaryjllucation for many 
African citizens. This was necessary if white Apartheid technology was to con
tinue erpanding This points to a continuiiM problem. While Afiicans are 
segregated as lower-class dtixens, they are nevertheless needed in industry to

Botha has
Although these points are fairly virell made, there is little new here for the 

student of South Africa politics, and FUlock has clearly missed many of the 
substantial differences which exist within the Afrikaan’s speaking press with 
regard toatb governmental policies and the various self-imageuvith regard 
to the press' view of its proper role in society.
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do the work that the white “masters” do not wish to do. Ihus, we aeetheat Apar
theid in social relatians is regularly being breached because of economic necessi
ty. How long can cultural Apartheid and economic inter-mixture of races con
tinue side by side? African workers, who may have only a limited vision of what 
their future could hold, are nevertheless restive under a repression which they 
resent even more strongly than in the past.

A second continuing problem is: whereas the present "verligte" (enlighten
ed) Prime Minister, Piet Botha, would like to make minor changes in favor of 
the majority African population, the "verkrampte” (restricted) group, led by 
Andries Treuemicht, has broken with the Nationalist majority to form an even 
more repressive and reactionary “herstigte” (reconstituted) Nabonalist Par
ty. Ways to ameliorate the tensions do not seem to be forthcoming.

This study reads very smoothly, represents an authoritative and accurate 
cultural interpretation, and reflects both primary research and contemporary 
interviews. Reading this would be a way for the invested beginner to attain 
a quick grasp of many crucial factors in the corngPlkd development of South 
Africa. It is not, however, a research documenuKid adds nothing which is not 
analysed in greater deUil in the standard studies of the culture.

One major caveat is necessary, however. Outside the white minority govern
ment, which is right-wii^ and anti-Communist, there is confusion in analysis of 
political devdopments in many neighboring countries, as well as within South 
Africa itself. Cku- author fails to realize the aspirations of various African groups. 
She borrows the South African government rhetoric at this point, and calls the 
Zimbabwe and Mozambique governments "quasi Marxist" (p. 239), and groups 
such as SWAPO (in Namibia) and the African National Congress (in exile out
side South Africa), both “Soviet-backed" (p. 232) . The Pan African Congress (also 
in exile outside South Africa) is labeled “Marxist-Leninist” (p. 232). She assumes 
that there is a real alternative between the minority UNITA party in Angola, 
backed by the United States CIA, and the majority MPLA which has much sup
port among the people (p. 228).

She writes with approval of the South African occupation of Namibia, although 
this has been strongly condemned by the United Nations (p; 234). She fears that 
certain African groups who agitate for equality are or will be led by “radicals” 
(p. 239). She also accepts South AFrican propaganda that the homelands are real
ly “fully independent" and “seBt-goveming" (p. 235). South Africa cannot be fully 
confident of her position, however, for she is spending *2,000,000,000 annuaHy for 
defense.

Some slight errors crept in. For example, oop.33shestatesthatthe Calvinist 
doctrine of predestination was first put forth in 15341 Actually, the Hrst edition 
of the Institutes came only in 1536, but even so the predestination doctrine is not 
part of the first edition. On p. 164 she states that the Jameson Raid came from 
the north toward Johannesbing, when actually it came from Botswana from the 
west. On pp. 234 and 243 she uses the word "mysticism” erroneously, for there 
was no mysticism involved here.

A !»gmlncant ContHbutUm to Hittorical 

Reeongtruetion in South Africa
WUltam F. Lye

R. Kent Rasmussen, MIGRANT KINGDOM: MilUkaii’s Ndefeele in South 
Africa. (London: Rex CoUings; Totowa, N.J.: Rowmao and Littlefield, 1978) 
162 pp. *19.75.

Africanists will surely appreciate the appearance of this detailed historical 
reconstruction of the early career of one of the most interesting and important 
state builders to arise out of the conflagration which inundated Southern Africa 
in the early nineteenth century. Mzilikazi, a one time subject of Shaka, the 
great Zulu founder, rebeUed and fled into the interior high plateau north (rf the 
Vaal River with a handful of followers, there to establish himself as a dominant 
force for a generatioo until be was expelled by the encroaching European 
Voortrekkers. Even after his defeat, he succeeded in coUecUng anew the 
fragments of his state into a new kingdom which survived north of the i .impopo 
River until it, too, was conquered by advancing BriUsb imperialism at the end 
of the century. The remarkable military accomplishments of M»iiiir.»i were no 
more significant than the political innovatioos which he adopted to incorporate 
numerous people of varying cultures who already occupied the lanth which be
conquered. The Ndebele kingdom which he created demands attenthn from all
those who would understand the preconditions existing in the interior of South 
Africa which enabled the rather rapid and easy expansion of white settlement 
in a land repuM to be the home of numerous African people. This book
recreates the st^ of the first idiase in that history to the time of MsUikazi’s ex
pulsion north of tte Limpopo River in 1837.

Rasmussen’s stated objectives were to recreate the narrative of Miillk.vi's 
migrations during that early period, providing details omitted by previous 
reconstructions, and to correct erroneous assumptions promulgated by both 
popular and scholarly writers. The need for such a corrective becomes ap
parent to anyone who examines any two of the existing historical and fictional 
accounts currently available. He brings to his task an impressive coUectioo of 
new information, particularly from the National Archives of Rhodesia ( 
Zimbabwe) to sui^ement the more frequently used missionary and govern
ment sources In South Africa, Britain and America. The result is a tboraighiy 
argued case for refining our understanding about such matters as the routes of 
migration taken by the Ndebele, the location of their settlements, and the 
chronology and ordering of events. Having personally researched the same sub- 
jMt matter in relation to my own study of the Difaqan amongst the Sotbo vic
tims of the Ndebele, I acknowledge with satisfaction many of the points of 
clarificatioo and fuller understanding which he provides. His arguments about 
the Ndebele having settled on the Vaal River are particularly useful, as Is treat
ment of the Pedi conflicts. While I do not concede every point of revision in his 
version, the author certainly demands serious consideratioo by the rigorous

now
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analysis of his material.
This volume is not likely to appeal to tbe casual reader. It is not merely a 

narrative of Mzilikazi’s career, but is a narrative frequently interrupted by the 
author’s elaborate explanations as to why he has deviated from alternate ver- 
mons of the story. Further, the book is thin on narrative description and on 
social analysis. However, the scholar is provided generously with the evidence 
needed to assess the author’s claims, or to further pursue issues. ’The footnoting 
is particularly exhaustive, making it an invaluabte resource for those in
terested in pursuing the subject further.

Rasmussen seems to have greater cooTidence in his coacluaioas than do 
most scholars who attempt to recreate the history of a preUterate society; moat 
would postulate more tentative conclusions. He is also prone to intrude value 
judgments of questionable merit. For example, on a single page be speaks of 
tbe Ndebele in this way, "For them to have mastered boraemansbip would have 
required a jump in aptitude for which they were quite unprepared." And of tbe 
Griqua, "Against su^ stupid enemies, Mzilikazi’s skepticism about the value 
of guns was well-founded.” (pp. 82-83) His jud^ents about the source and 
value of A.A. Campbell’s (Mziki’s) writings also seems quite arbitrary. (Note 
S4, Chap. 1, and Appgpdix B.) He also makes certain generalizations which are 
questionable and cast a shadow on otherwise careful scholarship. For example, 
he states that "Mzilikazi’s uniqueness iay in his being the only Nguni ruler to 
build a state system on the highveld among predominantly Sotho ’Ikwana- 
speaking peoples.” (p. 135) He thus overlooks the very similar attempts by 
Mpangazita of tbe Hlubi and Mabwane of tbe Ngwane, who attempted with 
varyi^ success the same thing in tbe Caledon River Valley amongst tbe people 
of Mosbweshwe. While he introduces several useful new insights, he occasional
ly neglects to credit ideas to previous writers, as for example tbe that 
Mzilikazi probably did not learn his methods from Shaka, but that "such ideas 
must have derived from an oider and broader pool of common Northern Nguni 
practices to which Shaka himself was an heir.” (p. 80) This concept was pro
posed in a source of my own which he cites elsewhere.

’The author also makes his contentions appear more significant by 
misrepresenting existing arguments, as for example, when he rejects my ex
planation for tbe early estimate of tbe populabon of the Ndebele state, saying 
that I did not attempt to reconcile the disproportion t 
my and tbe estimated total population, which was preciseiy tbe objective of the 
source he cited. (His note 195 (or p. 93). I would further add that tbe size of tbe 
residual population left when Mzilikazi fled north supports my contention better 
than it does his claim.

For one whose goal is to correct errors, Rasmussen ieaves us with some 
serious probiems himself. On p. 74 he locates Philippolis south of the Orange 
River, and when referring to Mzilikazi’s flight north be suggests tbe Ndebele 
crossed tbe Vpal in many small bands. Surely he means the Marico. (p. 150 and 
map on p. 148) It is also irritating to discover an author still citing tbe work o( 
Thomas Arbousset as if it were written by him and his coileague, F. Daumas,
though it is clear that the two names are part of the tiUe and not the authorship
of tbe work. (p. 28 and possim.)

Lest tbe reader of this review doubt tbe value of this book, let me quickly 
reassert that this is an impressive and challenging new recoostruction. It con
tains many important correctives. The schoiar will undoubtedly find this work 
a useful point from which to begin a study of the Ndebeie peopie.

Perceptions of the Ties that Bind
I

DfevM H. Groff

Josephine Moraa Moikobu. BLOOD AND FLESH: BUck American and African 
IdeBtifkadont (Westport, Ct.; Greenwood Press, 1961) xii, 226 pp., $25.00 cloth.

What is Africa to me:
Copper sun or scarlet sea,
Jun^e star or jungle track.
Strong bronzed men, or regal black 
Women from whose loins I sprang 
When tbe birds of Eden sang?
One three centuries removed 
From tbe scenes his fathers loved,
Spicy grove, cinnamon tree,
Vihiat is Africa to me?

In this p
1920b, Countee Cullen eloquently poses the qyiestion that has haunted genera- 
dons -of Afro-Americans. In her 
Moikobu, a Koiyan expatriate sociologist, seeks to provide a par^l answer to 
Cullen’s question through a survey of present-day Afro-American and African 
student attitudes. Tbe result is an argument for the traditional black nationalist 
postulate of a common, w<H‘ldwide black identity, an argument that is at once 
tantaliringly suggestive and frustrating^y incomplete.

Hie genesis <rfMoikobu's study lies in her experiences as an undergraduate ' 
in various American universities in tbe 1960b. Upon her arrival in this country, 
she was immediately struck by the lack of (xmtact between Afro-Americans and 
African students like herself. When she asked her white American colleagues 
about this curious state of affairs, she was invariably told that she had nothing 
in common with “Negroes” who in any case were not interested in making her 
acquaintance. Puzzled by such responses and challenged by tbe Civil Rights 
Movement thmi at its zoiith, Moiko^ committed herself to the task of learning 
more about Afro-Americans and their attitudes toward Africa and Africans. 
Returning to the U.S. in tbe early ’70b, after several years back in Kenya, she 
discovered that Africans and Afro-Americans bad be^ associating with each 
other. Tbe contrast between this situation and that which had prevailed 
previously led her to survey existing literature on African/Afri>-American rela
tions in the hope of uncovering some clues as to the nature of what by this time 
appeared to to be a vital yet enigmatic relationship. To her dismay, she 
found that most of tbe works she read had rather Uttle to say about interaction 
between Africans and Afro-Americans, and where they treated such interaction 
at all they tended to characterize it as “strained.” Dissatisfaction with the
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Although as a historian relatively untutored in the intricacies of quantitative 
methods, I am not equipped to comment extensively ^ on Moikobu's 
methodole^, I cannot resist the temptation to question the limits of her sam
ple. Moikobu’s decision to confine her survey to college students is both 
reasonable and understandable. Higher educational institutions provide a 
primary arena of African/Afro-American interaction in this country. College 
students are, moreover, articulate and easily accessible to the researcher, and 
their attitudes obviously represent an essential barometer of African/Afro- 
American relations. Nonetheless, one wonders what would have been gained by 
extending the study to include other groups, for example, older Afro-Americans 
who have visited or resided in Africa, and African expatriates long resident in 
the United States. To what extent, if any, would such groups express attitudes 
at variance with those of the students? An attempt to develop a broader range 
of informants and a more comparative perspective would, 1 suspect, have 
greatly enriched Moikobu’s study, though it also would have complicated it and 
rendered it much more time-consuming.

A second, more substantive question concerns Moikobu’s analysis of in
tergroup strains perceived by her respondents. Moikobu is ccMrect to reject the 
way past Eurocentric researchers have treated such strains, but her own treat
ment strikes me as somewhat superficial. The ccmtention that perceived 
cultural differences between Africans and Afro-Americans do not create an un- 
breachable gap between the two groups is probably true, but it requires greater 
development than Moikobu gives it 'The main thrust of current studies of Afro- 
American history and culture is in the direction of identifying the ways in which 
black people have forged their own unique cultural synth^is, a synthesis that is 
rooted in the African past but which has taken (m an autonomous life of its own. 
Moikobu’s argument that “deep down inside, blacks all know that they are one 
people” would have taken on greater power had she engaged in a more nuanced 
and probing form of cultural analysis. Only such an analysis can provide a solid 
basis for interpreting the attitudinal data generated by Moikobu’s survey.

One final question has to do with the nature of Moikobu’s intended audience. 
My reading of Blood and Flesh suggests some ambiguity on this point. The 
book's subject matter and Afrocentric argui^nt commend it to a popular 
readership, particularly among Afro-America^ Yet its rather turgid, social 
scientific style make it palatable primarily to academic readers. This is most 
unfortunate since the issues Moikobu raises deserve attenticm outside the 
academic community. As an example of a small but growing number of studies 
of Afro-America by African auth(M^, Blood and Flesh provides a unique and 
welcome perspective. One can only hope that Moikobu will someday remold her 
personal experience and sociolc^cal findings into a work of broader appeal.

shallowness of this literature prompted Moikobu to undertake her own em
pirical study of African and Afro-American views of one another.

Moikobu divides her study into two complementary parts: a survey of the 
literature dealing with relations between Africans and Afro-Americans, and an 
analysis of the findings of her own survey of African and Afro-American student 
attitudes toward one another. In her discussion of the existing literature, she 
distinguishes between what she calls Eurocentric and Afrocentric views. The 
former, exemplified by the work of such social scientists as Myrdal, Frazier, 
Glazer and Moynihan, emphasizes the differences between Africans and Afro- 
Americans and dismisses the idea that black Americans have created their own 
distinctive cultural patterns rooted in their African past. In this view, Africans 
and Afro-Americans have only their color and distant ancestral links in com- 
mcxi. In sharp contrast, proponents oi the Afrocentric view, ranging from social 
scientists like Herskovits and scholar-activists like Dubois to nationalists like 
Garvey, stress that the two groups share not only a common racial identity and 
cultural heritage but also a commem experience of racial victimizatira. 
Moreover, in this view, Afro-Americans have developed unique cultural forms 
'epresenting a blend of African and Euro-American elements. For proponents 
of the Afrocentric view, the existence of such cultural forms together with a 
common racial identity and shared experience of oppression create a strong 
basis for mutual uzulerstanding and id^tincation between the two groups. To 
these observers the existence of strains between Africans and Afro-Americans 
result less from intrinsic differences between them than from the intervention 
of whites operating consciously or unconsciously on the basis of Eurocentric 
assumptions.

Mmkobu clearly prefers the Afrocentric view and relies on it in frnmulating 
the second and larger part of her study, her attitudinal survey of African and 
Afro-American students. The questions she put to her random sample of f<»iy 
black American and forty African students at one of the campuses of the State 
University of New Y(M*k reflect her desire to determine the degree of social in- 
teractiem and mutual identificaticm uniting the two groups. Thus roughly half of 
her questions seek to identify perceived points of commonality between the two 
groups and the ways in which these perceptions affect inter-group relations. 
The rest of her questions probe perceived strains and differences between the 
two groups. In goieral, Moikobu's findings support her contentiim that a 
healthy relationship exists between the two groups, a relationship grounded in a 
strong sense of mutual identification. Thus the majority of her re8p<»dents 
from both groups maintained that Africans and Afro-Americans share not only 
a common coIot and ancestry but also elements of a COTimon culture and cer
tain mutual political, economic and social interests. Moreover, while most 
respimdents identified certain cultural differences between the groups, they 
considered such differences relatively minor and not, in themselves, con
stitutive of an unbreachable gap between Africans and Afro-Americans. What 
is more significant from the point of view taken by Moikobu, most respondents, 
whether African or Afro-American, attributed strains between the two groups 
to the actions and attitudes of whites particularly as these affect Africans. In 
this regard, Moikobu’s findings sui^wt the oft-repeated black nationalist 
charge that whites as a group remain as committed as ever to a policy of divide 
and rule in their relations with blacks.

For the most part, Moikobu’s findings and the overall argument they sup
port-are convincing as far as they go. However, certain questions remain.
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URB>«N STUDIES fh Colonial GovernorsBi

Dalvn M. Coger
The only acholariy jouiiud con
cerning urban aociety, urbaniza
tion, and cities in the world’s 
fastest urbanizing continent. Ed
ited by Ruth Simms Hamilton.

Anthony HM Kirk-Greene, A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF THE 
BRITISH COLONIAL GOVERNOR. Volume 1: (Stanford: Hoover Institution 
Press, 1960) pp. X, 320: (31.95

Kenneth O HaU, IMPERIAL PROCONSUL: Sir Hereoles Robbisoa and South 
Africa. 1881-1861. (Kingston, Ontario: The Limestone Press, 1980) pp. riii, 226. 
tlO.50. (Modem Afnca Series, No. 3)“A forthright, stimulating, and dynamic journal on contemporary 

Africa" X
- J. Oluwole Oyebanji 

University of liorin
I.

As Peter Duignan says in his introduction to the Kirk-Greene volume, 
however much British Governors differed, they collectively "helped to deter
mine the shape of British colonialism in Africa; wittingly or unwittingly, they 
contributed to the foundations of post<oloniaI Africa.” Understanding the 
governors is thus crucial to understanding currentihistory.

It is our good fortune that Anthony H.M. Kirk-Greene was the compiler of 
this dictionary. As a Senior Research Fellow at Stj Antony’s College, Oxford, 
and a long-time Africanist, he is aware of the general ignorance of Americans 
regarding British higher education, the matter of honours and knighthoods, and 
the differences between the Colonial Service and the Sudan Political Service. 
Consequently, his 50 page introductory essay is extremely valuable. For each of 
the Governors of African territories (197 by my count) he has collected a 
remarkable amount of information. (Even more remarkable when we realize 
how few governors made it into the DNB.) This volume is a model of everything 
a biographical dictionary should be.

If there is one omission that the reviewer could wish amended, perhaps in 
some subsequent volume of the series, or in an article, it would be an explana
tion of what is known of the selection process by which the nabobs in the Col
onial Office selected the "bright youngsters” being groomed for Governor. Was 
there an efficiency rating scheme? Were there boards of promotion which 
screened their personnel records?

“As urbanization and urbanism in Africa gather ever greater 
momentum, with'far-reaching consequences, scholars and admin
istrators interested in these developments can only ignore African 
Urban Studies at their own disadvantage".

\

- Peter C.W.Gutkind 
McGili University

"One of the most useful publications for my research”
- Thomas R. De Gregori 

University of Houston

\ YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION (3 issues per annum): $12 individuals, $18 in
stitutions. $8 individuals (Africa), $10 institutions (Africa);'$lS added on 

Please prepay; make checks payable to Michigan Sute 
University. Order from Bookkeeper, African Studies Center, 100 Inter
national Center, Michigan State University, East Lansing. Ml 48824-1035.
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Hall's study of Sir Hercules Robinson is extremely detailed. The author 
assumes a highly specialized knowledge by the reader. While the work is ideal 
for the researcher in imperial history, it deals only with his official actions. It is 
difficult to see the man behind the administrator.AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER 

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

DWvan H cottr u Anociate Profawor at Hlauy at HaoiililB Stola UDivaiaUy. Haniilila. Taaaawaa. 
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Research on officials such as Robinson is at the cuttin^^dge of modem 
African historical studies. The emphasis in the last two decades has been on the 
history of South Africa's indigenous intaWtants, the “natives." This shift away 
from history focused narrowly on European settlers was long owerdue. But col
onial history was also a matt^ of interaction and there is much to be teamed 
from a close scmtiny of the administrators. Hall’s study is extranely thorough, 
but suggests new questions for the researcher. j

Two areas in jurticular intrigue me. While it has been mennoned in passing 
before, Hall emphasizes that Robinson and his superiors at the Colonial Office 
felt in the ISSOs that time was on tlicir side in the Transvaal. In the debate on 
whether the northom republic should be allowed to annex Swaziland, Robinson 
pointed out that there were only 7,000 adult male Transvaalers, while the gold 
miners exceeded 5,000. “It is evident," he said, “that if the Swazi goldfields 
should support even a moderate papulation of miners the effect of the annexa
tion would be to give a clear maj^ty to the mining population." The fact was, 
of course, that Kruger and his advisors could count too, and had no intention of 
granting the franchise to the newcomers. But bow widespread was the illusion 
that the miners would soon outnumber the burghers? A thorough search of the 
documentation should produce an Interesting study. The other subject is sug
gested by the quotation Hall includes from the Cape Argus, concerning the new 
“imperial breed,” represented by Gordon, Lord Wolsey, Kitchner and Warren. 
These “mob nominees," as the paper termed them, “have not been above tak
ing a line embarrassing to their immediate superiors ... so long as they have 
pubUc opinion behind them." The hallmark of men such as Robinson was their 
pragmatism and their acceptance of discipline. Why the new breed? Were they 
a product of the mass media? That is, had they not appeared previously in im- 
peial history because the means of reaching, of creating in a sense, the “mob" 
were non-existent?

Finally, there is Hall’s indictment of all the imperial and colonial figures of 
the time. He is brutaUy frank. While there were humanitarians who proposed 
various forms of administration that would have modestly benefitted the 
Africans of South Africa, the tragedy of such reformers was that “they refused 
to reject any of the fundamoitai assumptions of nineteenth century im
perialism. They accepted African inferiority, they supported a poUcy of African 
subordination, they saw no conflict between English colonization and African 
interests, and, more important, they thought the goal of self-supporting colonies 
was a legitimate one.” At the same time, Robinson and his opponents both 
‘ ‘regarded Africans as savages whose society was unable to cope with any large 
influx of Europeans." The only quarrel between the two groups was over how 
much African society should be changed and who had the responslbiUty to make 
the change, the colonists or the imperial administrators.

Both of these books belong ou the shelves of those historians working in 
British colonial African history.

Strategies for Development

Thomas J. DoGregori

HCTaldo Munoz, editor, FROM DEPENDENCY TO DEVELOPMENT: Strategies 
to Overcome Underdevelopment and Inequality. Westview Special Studies in 
Soda], PoliticaJ and Ekxmocnic Developmait (Boulder, C^olorado, Westview Press, 
1961), 336 pp. $12.95 papo'back.

The traditional precepts of economic development were predicated on a 
unilinear conception of history that assumed that the less developed countries 
were not as far down a common path of economic pn^ress as their more in
dustrial neighbors. Dependency theory challenges this conception by arguing that 
development and underdevelopment were simultaneous creations, with the first 
being the cause of the second. The unilinear model provided the framework or 
a prescription for initiating and sustaining development, i.e., fdlow the path 
charted by those economically in the lead. If in fact the underdevelopment of 
some is caused by the development of others, there is no common path to follow, 
and the development strategy of one's predecessors is not a viable fw 
day’s develoi^ countries. Fw two decades or more, the litoahire of dependency 
theory has been rich and voluminous. The analyses of the historic and contem
porary development have been crisp and critical. Though long on theory and 
analysis, the di^ndency theory literature has been woefully short and w^ <« 
development prescriptions to overcome dependency.

From Dependency to Devel<
development policy strategies. The introduction and the first two essays stress 
the history and evolution of dependency theory. Its origins are with Latin 
American political economists. Since their earlier works were written in Spanish 
and not translated until much later, most of the non-Spanish readers Hrst en
countered the thesis in Andre Gunder Frank's CaptUlism and Underdevelopment 
in Latin America (1967) . The opening essays give an excellent overview of the 
history and dimensions of dependency theory. The next two essays (Part 2) deal 
with contemporary issues and recent develop
South America. The closing section consists of nine selected strategies fw over
coming dependency. As with the rest of the book, the essays are by a variety 
(rf authors and include some of the best on the subject. Some of the essays have 
been published previously; others are caiginal for this volume. Most of them are 
not specific to any regicm; where there is a regional focus, it is Latin America 
and the Caribbean. Though some of the best writing on the subject is within an 
African context, the African issues of dependency are not joined in this volume.

The strategies for overcoming dependency are many and varied. Gustavo 
Lagos calls for a “revolution of being.’’ It is not exactly clear what policy pro
cedures African and otho- third world countries would follow in pursuing this 
revolution. Most African leactes concerned about dependency are not particularly

t seeks to move from critical analysis to

ts in the context of Central and

TbooiM R De Gregori is a Profenor of Economics at the Uolvonlty o( HouMoo, Housloe. Taut. 
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concerned about reading exhortations on how to create a new moral order.
John Galtung’s essay on “The Politics (rf Self-Reliance" is a useful contribu

tion, but it is questionable to what extent it is applicable to Africa or to most of 
the third world. Galtung’s work is being favorabfy received in Europe (particular
ly France) where it probably has more relevance. Control over the basic technical 
means of one’s existence is certainly a basic condition of life. ’The question is 
how precisely do you defme controli^er industrial countries can command 
a range of scientific and technlerilKiSis to essentially control their own lives 
and destinies. For smaller African countries a narrow concept of self-reliance 
is compatible with only the simplest technologies, which perpetuate low levels 
of living, dependency, military and political vulnerability.

Mahbub ul Haq and Jan ’Tinbergen, in their essays, seek to overcome 
dependency by transforming the world order in which dependent nations operate. 
’Tbeiis is the main agenda of the New International Economic Order (NIEO). 
’This is clearly a strategy that is being pursued hy the vast majority of African 
and other third world countries. It neither precludes simultaneously pursuing 
other strategies nor does it require a theory of dependency for its advocacy .’Ibis 
latter is illustrated by the fact that Haq and Tinbergen are two distinguished 
economists and development planners who are not particularly noted as 
dependency theorists. The dependency theorist in this volume most known to 
Africanists is Immanuel Wallerstein. He appears to be pessimistic about any 
melimative changes in the world order as long as the fundamental nexus of th- 
temational relations is capitaiist. Global transformations of various profound 
kinds may be necessary, but for leaders of nations there are issues of less basic 
national and international change that must be addressed to keep their countries 
functioning and, it is hoped, developing.

’Ibe most provocative essay in this section is by F.H. (jordoso. He has long 
been one of the leading Latin American theorists of dependency. He deals with 
realities as they have existed since World War 11. He seeks to combine morality 
and practicality and believes the “utopian" can be made operative. He has an 
agenda of analysis with indicators of injustices and an agenda for actions. Useful 
though these may or may not be, it is questionable whether they would lead to 
very much developmoit. Redistrihutive policies in countries such as those in Latin 
Ammica can contribute to solving problems of injustice. International redistribu
tion could solve even more. But, as the lack of momentum in the negotiations 
for NIEO show, the developed countries are not going to give much. However 
wrong traditional theories may be, if dependency th<»ry is to provide a viable 
option for African countries, it is going to have to defuie a pathway to develop
ment, in addition to showing the historical path that led to underdevelopment. 
It is essential to be told what paths not to travel, but if we are not to be immobil- 
ixed, we also need to find one to follow.

’This book is highly recommaided for those interested in dependency analysis 
in Africa, either as champion or critic. It has some of the clearest statements 
in English on the history of the meaning of the theory . Taken together, the essays 
on the central theme of finding a devdopment strategy are highly unsatisfac
tory. ’This does not reflect adversely on the selectivity of the editor nor on the 
quality of the authors but rather on the paucity of literature on the subject. ’This 
could also reflect the concentration on Latin America when so much of the good 
work on dej
volume would be to stimulate a similar book with a strong focus on Africa.

The Sahel Mh'ought:

The Poverty of the Official Version

Robert Schware

Rolando V Garcia. DROUGHT AND MAN; The 1972 Case HUtory. Vol. 1. 
NATUR|; PLEADS NOT GUILTY (Oxford: Pergamoci Press, 1981), pp. xiv, 300
£25.00, $60.00.

Rolando V. Garcia and Jose C. Escudero, DROUGHT AND MAN: The 1972 Case 
HUtory. Vol. 2, THE CONSTANT CATASTROPHE; Malnutrilion. Famines, and 
Drought. (Oxford; Pergamon Press. 1962), pp. x, 204, £20.00, $45.00.

I V When the tragedy of famine to millions of inhabitants in the West African 
F "^Sabel climaxed in 1972, a year also characterized by drought in otho* continents 
1. and a “world food crisis,’’ development specialists, policy makers, and pundits 
I generally blamed either the precarious climate situation or worsened popula- 
I tion pressures. For example, the Report on Climate and Food, published by the 
I United States Academy of Sciences, claimed that “in 1972, a year when tbe climate 
f was particularly unfavorable for food production, millions of people starved 
[ throt^bout the world. ’’ To cite another example, Roy Jackson, spiking on behalf 
I of the Director-General of the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organiza- 
1 tion at the World Population Conference in Bucharest in 1974, expressed a wide- 
r ly accepted view that “in almost 40 percent of individual developing countries 
[ food production has failed to keep up with population growth . .. ’’
1 Drought and Man was intended as an international study of the political,
I social, and economic impacts of the 1972 drought. A few months after the start 

of the 38-month study conducted by Rolando Garcia along with a blue-ribbon, 
I transnational, interdisciplinary group ol some fifty contributors and participants 
I to the project, a picture b^an to emerge that brou^t into question the validity 
I ctf the medrads, arguments, and concluskms of other investigaticms (some of which 
I were officially inspired) d various aspects of the 1972 situation. Indeed, tbe “of- 
I ficial’’ or generally accepted conclusions — e g , that the food-population balance 
I can be maintained only by decreasing the population growth or by increasing 
I , the capacity of developing countries to produce more food — seemed not only 
I to be highly misleading, but appeared to have had a pernicious influence upon 
I development policies.
I The “Icgic” of these so-called “official versions” of the crises confronting
I the Sahelian states and other important agricultural regions of the world — often 
I so subtle, so compelling, and so deceptive — is described, analyzed, and then

cy is being done in and on Africa, One useful purpose of this
Robert Schware holds a Pb.D. from tbe Loodoo School of Economics and Pidltical Sctence. He has until 
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torn to shreds in convincing detail. The development of an alternate "concep
tual frame," within which the facts of t|)e 1972 case study can be detected, the 
____ of the situation analyzed, and phenomena explained, became the prin
cipal aim of these volumes. Fortunately, the authors admit early on their own 
precoDcepticns. “We beUeve that there are many societal, political, and economic 
factors that must be included along with the physical factors to provide adequate 
insight into the evolution of events in which physicaUactors certainly do play 
a role. But we are not satisfied that the physiirf factors are the driving 
mechanisms. They may be powerful triggering event, but the real driving forces 
are societal. It U their nature that determines what will happen, where, and to 
whom" (Vol. 1, p. 6). The books make a major contribution to conceptualizing 
the dynamics of the interrelated forces at play in 1972.

Although the heart of the texts lie in the chapters dealing with the ^lal 
dimensions of drought and providing a new “reading” of the 1972 “food crisis," 
other aspects of climate-society interactions are also included. TTiere is a long 
chapter in Vol. 1 that critically assesses the conduct and impact of international 
and multilateral food aid programs. Another two chapters deal with the climatic 
dimensions of drought. A brief chapter reiterates some of the important paints 
and caveats of Volume 1. It also offers concrete recommendations for further 
research on major issues relating to drought and for monitoring programs con
cerned with malnutrition and health in developing countries.

Having suggested a conceptual framework in the first volume to analyze the 
vulnerability of developing countries to the impact of a particular type of climatic 
anomaly known as drought, Garcia and Escudero concentrate in the second 
volume on health and nutritional policies and how these policies qpn increase 
vulnerability towards natural catastrophes. The experiences of other countries, 
such as India, China, Argentina, Brazil, and the United Kingdom (during World 
War II) are discussed in informative and technical appendices.

These are important books, deserving of a readership beyond those interested 
In climate-related impact studies. They are informative, and a significant addi- 
Uon to the literature. However, it should be pointed out thM the chapters are lack
ing in references; a hihliography dealing with many of Ufe important ideas and 
development issues in the books would also have been useful, especially for 
researchers.

The wheels of publishing often squeak along at a painfully slow and expen
sive pace. These volumes have suffered from unfortunate delays in publication;

third viJume is still in the works. Like most books published by Pergamon Press, 
these volumes are outrageously expensive; far beyond the reach of many re
searchers in developed countries who ought to read them and most libraries, in
stitutions, and research facilities in developing countries. This is particularly 
unfortunate because the study received generous support from the International 
Federation of InsUtutes for Advanced Study, UNEP, RockefeUer Brothers Fund, 
Lilly Endowment, Deere and Company, and the Aspen Institute for Humanistic 
Studies

causes Lusophone African Literature:
Commitment and Struggle

Janis L. PalUster

DonaJd Burness. ed . CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LUSOPHONE 
AFRICAN LITERATURE. (Washington, D C.; Three ContinenU Press, 1981) 
309 pp.. paperback $10.00; hardcover $20.00

Critical Perspectives is a versatile book that will serve as a source for those 
who up until now have neglected this body of literature, but even more as a tool 
for its few scholars As editor Donald Burness asserts in his introduction, 
because of limited translations (which, incidentally go uncited), and because 
Portuguese is not widely studied, Lusophone African writers have not reached a 
wide audience. While the present book will certainly help us to become more 
familiar with the writers of Angola. Mozambique and Cape Verde, it obvimisly 
will not remedy the problems of translation and of Portuguese as an 
understudied language. The critical essays contained herein, then, may for the 
most part draw the attention of scholars already familiar with U^ajMrks, or 
of scholars of other African literatures wanting to familiarize tftwBjljtt with 
this body of work (with which they are all too often unacquaint4(j77ilrve lat
ter the work will be extremely useful, because of the depth of the criticism and 
since the translation of all quotations makes ignorance of Portuguese a 
minimal impediment in collecting the content of these essays.

Indeed, the most celebrated authorities on the subject of Lusophone African 
literature figure in this collection, some being represented by a reprinting from 
other previous articles or chapters from books, one of which originally ap
peared in Africa Today. These notables include Burness himself, as well as 
Russell G Hamilton, Gerald Moser and Richard Preto-Rodas, Professor 
Burness has very appropriately included essays in Portuguese, sometimes by 
rather well-known artists turned critics, such as OnteimoSilveira, Ray Duarte 
de Carvalho and Uanhenga Xitu, and sometimes by critics such as Manuel Fer
reira, Henrique Guerra and Jos4 Martins Garcia.

These inclusions in Portuguese are one of the highlights of this attractive 
book Not only do they make the work more useful by filling in lacunae in 
previous books on Lusophone literature, but, as Professor Burness contends in 
his introduction, by offering materials for Portuguese-speaking people. On the 
other hand, all articles in Portuguese are preceded by a precis in English. 
(Does it not follow that the usefulness of the book to Portuguese-speaking peo
ple would have been even further enhanced by a precis in Portugu^ of all 
English language entries?)

a
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1
As is the convention with most books on this subject, the various essays 

(other than two of a general nature) are subsumed under the geographical 
provenance of the author, and since Lusophone literature very frequently 
reflects the commitment and struggle of a given poet or writer for the in
dependence of his or her own particular nation from Portuguese colonialism, 
the classifications by geographical rubrics hold some water. And yet, other 
types of classification such as racial and ethnic identity, politics and the writer, 
etc., suggest themselves to this reader, and might have caused certain themes 
common to this group of writers to surface. Indeed, modem critical methods as 
well as syncretic and mainstreaming approaches to this literature impose 
themselves as crying needs, and Bumess himself in his article on Agostinho 
Neto indicates the desirability of a thoroughgoing comparative study on Neto 
and Leopold Senghor: why not on the Lusophone versus the Francophone liter- 
tures of Africa, a question already touched upon by Russell Hamilton in his 
magistral Voices from an Empire? (See Africa Today, 23/3, 1976 for my 
review.)

The Bumess edition is, notwithstanding, extremely competent, and offers 
many new things. The impressive roster of contributors assured us of this and 
of quality besides; and such essays as Gerald Moser’s “The Lusophone 
Literatures of Africa Since Independence,” (p. 31 ff) introduce us to many new 
authors and trends surfacing since 1974. Moreover, thematic approaches are 
taken in the treatment of individual authors, as evidenced in Bumess’ depiction 
of Agostinho Neto’s work as a “poetry of combat” or, in his overall view of 
Angolan writing as “an arm of liberation.” Here Lusophone poetry of Africa as 
an arm of revolution, as an expression of commitment and struggle, becomes 
altogether apparent. In this essay not only the political drive but also the 
lifelong suffering of Neto are told in sober but moving detail. (The claim that 
Senghor unlike Neto never had experience with prison strikes a wrong chord, 
however, for those of us familiar with the several famous poems by Senghor the 
war prisoner: certainly this was a type of political imprisonment that under the 
circumstances was not without realty similar implications. Bumess’ other 
differentiations between the two poets seem well drawn, however.)

Russell Hamilton’s clear and penetrating article on “Mozambique’s 
Modem Literature” pursues the theme of commitment and struggle while rais
ing for us the perennial question of revolutionary rhetoric versus poetic quality 
— one of the great aesthetic problems revolving around some, but certainly not 
all, poetry emanating from the African praxis. Here Professor Hamilton 
analyzes the question in terms of certain assertions and assumptions of the 
Mozambican critic Eug^nfo Lisboa. Equally interesting is Hamilton’s article 
entitled “Mozambican Literature: Contemporary Trends and Prospects,” in 
which he seeks a militant Mozambican poet who equals the Angolan Agostinho 
Neto and who. in an authentic African voice, rebels effectively against an im
posed language and culture. It would seem that Hamilton’s candidate, at least 
for the present, is Jose Craveirinba: “Symbolically, Craveirinha is (^fiban, 
and his distortions of Prospero’s language constitute an aesthetically for
mulated curse” (p. 116). And Hamilton certainly brings forth quotations from 
Craveirinha that convincingly document his point. ^

'The issues of ethnic identity in Cape Verde and Sab Tome'are dealt with by 
Richard A. Preto-Rodas whose book on Negritude in the poetry of the 
Portuguese-speaking world is well known to students of this field. Ind^. here, 
too. he discusses the themes of Negritude, whereas in a subsequent article
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Russell Hamilton turns to Cape Verdean regionalism and to the themes of 
departure and social stagnation that prevail in the literature of this area. But in 
this long and complex article Hamilton additionally deals with matters of 
militancy, protest and combativeness, as he had in previous articles in this 
book. The Cape Verdean picture is rounded out by Norman Araujo’s articles — 
one on Baltazar Lopes and his Chiquinho, another on the celebrated review 
Clarklade. which spawned a group of poets called the Oaridosoa. llie aim of 
those poets was to express sensitivity toward what has, by an irritating cliche 
among these critics, come to be called “the (^pe Verdean reality ... or 
realities.” The elaborate history of this journal as presented by Araujo is too 
detailed to deal with here, but will doubtless be of substantial use to poets, 
teachers and scholars alike. The final English-language article in the collec
tion, also by Araujo, deals with a more recent literary journal entitled Raizes. 
which the author finds to be in the “heroic tradition” of other Cape Verdean 
reviews, such as Claridade, Certeza. and the like.

Part II of the collection offers articles in Portuguese by Manuel Ferreira 
(“On Being a Negro...”); Mirio Antbnio (“Towards a Crioule 
Perspective”); Jose Martins Garcia (“Luandino Vierira: Anti-Apartheid”). 
Part III contains brief essays by Manuel Ferreira on six journals, including 
again, Claridade and Certeza. One may say summarily that Parts 11 and III of 
the book inevitably pick up the questions of militancy, acculturation, aliensti<Ki, 
revolution, commitment and struggle that have formed the leitmotifs of the 
essays found in Part I.

Critical Perspectives presents examples of the best critical writing being 
done today on Lusophone African literature. It will be useful (despite its lack of 
index and its tendency toward repetitiveness) to a wide variety of readers. The 
bibliography updates that found in Russell Hamilton’s Voices from an Empire; 
and we are, moreover, informed of a forthcoming bibliography on Portuguese
speaking Africa compiled by Gerald Moser and Manuel Ferreira, both of whom 
have already provided us with tentative bibliographies on the subject in the 
past.

Above all, this I , Critical Perspectives, introduces us to many exciting 
poets and writers of fiction coming from Lusc^hone Africa, inviting us to seek 
out and read the texts; and, since that should perhaps be the main result of such 
a book, it richly deserves our praise and our attention.
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AMERICA'S 
LEAOINQ MAQAZINE 
ON AFRICA

African Writing* in French:

An Bixtorical and Critical Overview
Publishttf: Ronald E Springwater 
Editor: Anthony J. Hughes

A Publication of the Afi1can Anf>ei1can Institute James P. Gilroy
A nonpartisan newsmagazine of African affairs featuring in-depth studies, 
reports from correspornients. and current news aruj/yses from the whole of 
Africa. Africa Report has an impressive track record of /orecosting rryajor 
changes and developments in African affairs and is cortsidered essential 
reading for those whose personal or professional interests require them to 
keep abreast of what is hoppentng in the fo^-changing continent

Dorothy S Blair, AFRICAN LITERATURE IN FRENCH: A History of 
CreaUve Writing in French from West and Equatorial Africa (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1976; paperback edition. 1981) pp. xx 348; $14 95

Dorothy Blair's book is a highly comprehensive critical analysis of the 
development of sub-Saharan African literature written in the French language 
from the early nineteenth century to the 1970s. She divides these writings into 
the categories of folkloric and historical fiction, drama, poetry, and the novel of 
the pre- and post-independence eras. Although she studies a great variety of 
representative works in each genre by a large number of authors, her keen 
literary insight enables her to distinguish the truly outstanding from the 

" mediocre. She thus accords primary importance to Birago Diop for fables in
spired from traditional African folklore, to Senghor and Tchicaya U Tam’si in 
the area of lyric poetry, to Camara Laye, Mongo Beti, and Sembene Ousmane 
in the novel, and to Bernard Dadie in all genres, including his recent 
achievements in both historical (Beatrice du Congo) and satirical drama (Sldi, 
Les Voix dans le vent).

An innovative aspect of Blair's study is her use of purely literary criteria to 
make judgments concerning the relative merits of the works discussed. She ob- 
vi(MisIy feels that there are universal artistic standards by which wie can 
measure the quality of written literature and that these standards apply to the 
literatures of ail peoples and cultures, including the African. An epic work is 
suRKtsed to accomplish certain ends, convey a particular heroic vision of man, 
be the characters Trojan or Maiinke warriors. The same principle holds true 
for lyric poetry, which communicates feelings to the soul and not just ideas to 
the intelligence, as well as for the other genres. To emphasize this underlying 
universality of the literary imagination, she frequently compares African plays 
and novels to European counterparts, whether to illuminate some facet of the 
African work for the Western reader or because of the direct influence of a 
French classic on an African author educated in the French school system.

It can be gathered from the above that for Blair militant commitment, be it 
to a socio-cultural movement like Negritude prior to Independence or to 
political ideolc^, Marxist or other, following Indepenilence, does not of itself 
make for the artistic success of an African literary work. It would seem, in fact, 
that polemics often get in the way of creativity, thereby marring a wwk’s im
mediate impact and ultimately contributing to its lack of further relevance 
when the wrongs it sought to combat have been remedied. A case in point is the 
career of the late Guinean novelist Camara Laye, whose early masterpiece.
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L’Enfant noir (1953), was criticized by many fellow Africans because of its at
mosphere of idyllic serenity and the absence of a direct condemnation of the 
colonial regime. His second work, Le Regard do Roi (1954), also aroused hostile 
reactions for its description of a mystical quest which transcends Africa by its 
universal implications. Blair defends Laye’s freedom to express his vision of 
life in a literary form of his own choosing, and she attributes his long silence 
after the second novel to the intolerance of a certain public which tried to dic
tate particular themes and stances to African writers. When Laye finally broke 
his silence in 1966 with Dramouss, a roman engag^, the result was disappointing 
from a literary point of view He had attempted to please his critics by writing a 
politically oriented work of social realism, a style completely alien to his poetic 
imagination. Blair concludes that in order to achieve greatness, any work of 
literature, even a polemical (Hie, must say something about mankind and 
human life which extends beyond the context of a particular time and place. To 
her mind, the African writer who has best succeeded in uniting political com
mitment with a universal humanism is Sembene Ousmane, particularly in Les 
Bouts de bols de Dieu (1960)

One of the more enlightening parts of Blair’s study is her section on the 
development of a French-language drama in West and Central Africa, for here 
she explores a subject relatively untouched by earlier commentators. Despite 
an early start in the improvised dramas performed in French-African sec(fti- 
dary schools in the 1930s, the theatre as a literary form developed quite late in. 
the comparison with poetry and fiction. This was due to the fact that the at first 
small and scattered public for African literature in French could be reached 
more readily through works written to be read rather than performed. This 
trend has been reversed since independence, however, since writers are trying 
increasingly to address a native, largely illiterate, audience, and theatre (as 
well as cinema) enables them to do so. Contemporary African drama thus has 
much the same function as the medieval European drama and, like the latter, 
its repertory can be grouped into plays based on traditional sacred themes and 
others of a moralizing, satirical inspiration drawn from everyday life. The 
didactic element pervades both types of African dramatic works and is 
sometimes detrimental, especially in the historical-legendary plays where the 
dramatist often seeks to forcibly extract a lesson in contemporary politics out 
of events of the past. More successful are the satirical works which depict the 
difficulties of adjusting to Westernized modernity on the part of a rural popula
tion that is only beginning to emerge from the old order

In the final segment of her book, Blair provides some revealing insights into 
the works of novelists who have begun publishing since Independence. What is 
most striking about writers like Evembe, Malick Fall, Ahi^dou Kourouma, 
and Ouologuem, is the sense of despair, political frustration, social uf^eaval, 
and general anguish pervading their novels.

The problems attendant upon independence have replaced protest against 
the colonial system as the principal theme of the African novel. Moreover, the 
anguish portrayed seems in many instances to go beyond the African situation 
and to embrace all of human life. Thus contempcH'ary African writers give 
voice to a very modem awareness of the world’s ateurdity and of the in
separability of human destiny and suffering, an awareness which makes their 
worits transcend the local and attain the universal.

A Structural Theory of African Literature

Nancy J. Schmidt

Sunday 0. Anozie. STRUCTURAL MODELS AND AFRICAN POETICS: TOwaids 
a Pragmatic Theory of Literature (London; Routledge and K^an Paul, 1961),
338 pp. $37.50.

Titles of books are (rften menre general than their contents. This book, however, 
has wider theoretical relevance than the title implies, for it deals with African 
world views and arts in general, even though its {Mimary focus is on literature. 
Although Anozie intends (or his aj^roach to be applicable to cnal and written 
literature throughout Africa, his examples are almost all West African, and 
primarily Igbo. In this sense, the title states an ideal that Anozie fe^ is 
achievable, rather than indicating the specific content of his discussion.

Anozie, like many other critics of African litmture, feels that Ahican literary 
criticism has been dominated by subjectivity in the absence of a rigorous 
methodology that takes into account the socioliterary context of African creativ
ity. A great weakness of African literary models, in Anozie’s view, is their failure 
to consider African languages and systems of communication in the broadest 
sense of the term (eg. semantic, iconic, etc). Anozie feels that an interdisciplinary 
theory of communication in Africa must underiie literary criticism. This cocn- 
munkations theory must take into consideration the ethnic pluralism and multilin
gual nature of African societies and encompass both vernacular and European 
languages. It must cover the pragmatic contexts of speakers and bearers, writers 
and readers, which are indispensable for understanding verbaThnd written com
munication of all kinds, not just oral and written literature. Literature is, after 
all, just one s^ment of a system of communication.

Anozie feds that Africans have ignored structuralism as a tbetxy both because 
it is not clearly defined and because it has not been related to pditical options 
and goals in AMcan (xmtexts. He feels that structuralism can provide one metlxxl, 
but not the only method, for answering the lotions of modem Uterary criticism 
posed for African literature which have du^ critics because of the inadequacy 
of exist^ analytic and theoretical tools of litoary criticism. Anozie is well-aware 
of the limitations of structuralism and admits t^t “the structuralist a|^)roach 
in its present non-standard versions does not. . . offer any final solution or ap
peasement to the complex (questions of meaning, comprehension and interpreta
tion posed by literature in general, and by culture and creativity in particular."

Most of Structural Models and African Poetics is devoted to a criti(|ue of 
"traditional” structuralism as it is applied to African contexts, a delineation of 

ts of post-structuralism which are relevant in African contexts, andtl

Dr Schmidt is Librarian of Toiser Library, Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Bthnoloey, Harvard 
Uoivenity. Cambridee, MaasachuseOs. Her Ute« book. CUIdrea'a Ficttaa aboM AMes to Ei«ltoh. to review
ed elsewhere in this issue.
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the expaDsk» of structuralist ai^iroacbes by semiotic approaches that Anozie 
feels are necessary for building an adequate theory of African poetics. Due to 
the detail of Aoozie’s argumente and density of his examples his ideas cannot 
be adequately summarized in a short review. &tffloe it to say, the scope of his 
argument is broad, ranging over the ideas of the best-known Fr^xdi and English 
structuralists, and supported by an extensive bibliography. He also discusses 
Sei^bor as West Africa’s first structuralist philosopher, negritude as a philosophy 
of structuralist humanism, and makes a structuralist analysis of Sen^xr’s poem, 
“Le Totem.” The applicability of structuralism beyond literature to the broader 
sodoliterary context is shown in chapters on the iconography and poetics of 
African ma^B and on the amicability of Roman Jakobson’s linguistic analysis 
to African drum languages. In the former chapter, Anozie <rffas the stimulating 
hypothesis that ‘‘because the mask is an icon, to the extent that it may embody, 
though impUcitly, a principle of African aesthetics and creativity, it can also 
thnHi a detailed semiological or iconographical study reveal to us the poten
tial base and the lexicon (that is, the meta-language) of African poetics.”

As the preceding hypothesis illustrates, structuralism and semiotics are close
ly interrelated in Anode’s discussion. He also devotes a chapter to the relevance 
of Roland Barthes’ semiotic criticism for African poetics, with specific referexKe 
to African food and masks as analyzed analc^ously to “langue” and “parole” 
in language, literature, food, and masks all may be the subject of structuralist
analysis because of their property of syntagm, the arrangement of signs in a linear
and irreversible order.

Pre-text is the concept that Anozie introduces as being essential to the ex
tension structuralism fm* use in African contexts. Following analogies to 
linguistics, Anozie considers pre-text to be a unifying principle of narrative com
petence that underlies African creativity. Anozie views pre-text as a more flexi
ble basis for analysis than binary opposition, which is assumed to exist by struc
turalists, but which has been shown not to be universal in human thought, llie 
concept of pre-text is related both to systems theory and to linguistic theories 
oi grammatical appropriateness. It encompasses both the ccmtext-of-utterance 
(e.g. the oral or written literary text) and the sociocultural context of the speaker 
or writer. Anozie introduces the concept of mp-text to add constraints to struc
turalist analysis of meaning in literature, but as defined by Anozie, pre-text is 
as all-^Kompassing as structuralism itself. “First, it envisages its dmnain of 
interest in African theoretical poetics to include all the texts produced in Africa, 
i.e. the total universe of v^hal and non-verbal discourse in Africa. Secmid, it 
limits its investigations to the (socio-cultural) truth conditioBS which determine 
the textual pragmatic ‘happiness,’ or ‘grammaticalness,’ — as weD as unfitness. 
It thereby also enables one to recognize how, why and which cognitive structures 
(e.g. metaphors, figures, rhetoric, images, proverbs, riddles, etc.) specifically 
and integrally become a part of the African universe of discourse.”

Like all structural theories, Anozie’s modificatian of “traditiooal” struc
turalism as applied to African literary criticism is far removed from reality. His 
delineation of a modified structural method to be used by African litmury critics 
could never be applied to all African literature. Nevertheless, Anozie 1^ writ
ten an important book that should be read, and because of its verbal density must 
be reread, by both structuralists and non-structuralists, for Anozie discusses im
portant intellectual aspects the sociocultural context of African literature ttiat 
must be considered in valid criticism of African literature.

Structuralists and semioticians may wish to fault Anozie on technical details

of his argument. I will leave such criticism to others. Critics of African literature 
would find Anceie’s wok more useful had he cUscussed his methods and theoies 
in relation to those of others concerned with the sociocultural context of African 
literature. After all, Anozie is not the first one to postulate methods fo- studying 
the socio-cultural context of African literature; he is simply the first structuralist 
to do so. If Anozie used less structuralist, linguistic, and semiotic jargon and 
presented his ideas in “plain” English, it would also be more evident bow his 
ideas are related to those of other critics of African literature. Literary critics 
also would benefit from a more explicit discussion of aesthetics, which Anozie 
largely subsumes under other topics, since aesthetics have assumed a primary 
place in controversies about criticism of African literature.

Finally, Structural Models and African Poetics is an imp(Mrtant contributiem 
to the sociciogy of knowledge. As a critique of widespread western theories by 
a third world scholar, it belongs with the works of Samir Amin, Ali Mazrm, Walter 
Rodney, Leopold Senghor, and others who have internationalized western models 
of thoi^t by considaing them in African contexts and frtan African per^iectives.

Early FietMous Impregsians of Africa
Charlotte H. Bruner

Nancy J. Schmidt. CHILOREN'S FICTION ABOUT AFRICA IN ENGLISH (Buf
falo: Conch, 1981) pp. m 935.00 cloth, $17.50 paper.

Nancy Schmidt ia both an anthropologist and a professional bibliographer. 
She has published extoisively. Her concern with juvenalia is broad in scope, her 
bibliograpfaic research in tbe field is extensive, and her judgments are humanistic 
in implication. For these reasons her study, Children's Fictioa about Africa in 
EnglU, is important not only for school librarians, educational specialists, and 
Africanists, but for the general reader as well. “While fiction is a creation of 
individual’s imaginations, all individuals live in culturally defined worlds which 
influence the directions in which their imaginations develop.” <p. 194) Conse- 
(luently, the adults who select literature for children have, themselves, been in- 
flumiced as children in ways they may not understand, leading to stereotypic 
categorization, emotionally charged images of the other, biases toward roman
ticised ezoticism. Schmidt concludes with a quotation from Nicholas Tucker that 
justifies her own thematic analysis of the one specialized area of children's 
literature: “ ‘We pay a high price in human feeling if all possible social conse
quences of literature are persistently ignored, perhaps especially so far aa 
children’s literature is concerned.’ ’’ (p. 194)

Schmidt conscientiously defines the limit of her survey: 542 novels and 51 
collections published before 1977, mainly those available in tbe United States.

Chcriotte H. finmer b prrfeMor of Ft«ecb and eoordinBtnr ti “OoM-CuUural BxpkntkoB: lUrd World 
Cattmm'’ for tbe Deptrtmeid ot Hmanitiee «t Iowa SUte Ualvermlty. Amee, Iowa.
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Because she concentrates on Subsaharan Africa, existing fiction about North 
Africa, Eurc^iean colcmizers, and imaginary white-child heroes in South Africa 
is avowedly “underrepresented.” Schmidt's main focus is the contrast between 
fiction written for Euroamerican children and for African children, whether by 
Euroamerican or by African authors.

Part I s^ out in four introductory chapters the historical and intellectual 
background of authors, publishers, and illustrators. These chapter alone pro> 
vide important insights as to the general effect children’s literature has bad on 
us all. For example, today’s adults were probably unconsciously influenced by 
stereotypes of Blacks, based on literary and pictorial images anthropologically 
outdated even when imposed a generation ago.

Publisbess d^ermine uiiat hction becones availaUe to readers, in childroi’s 
literature just as in adult flctam. “M<xe books have been published by E^uropeans 
than have been published by Africans for themselves .. . publishing in Africa 
was ftrtginfllly for miaRioruiry and government purposes.” (p. 29) The possible 
literary biases implicit here are obvious. Outside publishers could sell romantic 
exoticism, and local publishers were subsidized to print didactic pedantry or reen- 
fiMtrement of government policy — even of Apartheid. Realism and humanism 
were not primary cxmcems for publishers.

Euroamerican authors, many poorly informed, described Africa oroneously. 
Frequently a story with an African setting would appear as tokenism in a school 
series about children from other lands. “Most authors who write fiction for 
Euroamerican children have no special knowledge of Africa.” (p. 37) A few well 
known African writers like Cyprian Ekwensi produced an occasional story for 
children. Ncmetheless, at an Ife conference in the 197QB, all discussants concur
red that goierally children’s fiction was not taken seriously, either on the literary 
or educative level.

Schmidt’s conclusions on illustrations and illustrators are particularly il
luminating. From the premise that “In picture books, illustrations are the core 
of the book.” (p. 47) she ably concludes that the illustrations of any book have 
an oblique, unper<»ived, and persistent effect on the viewer, all the harder to 
disprove b^use the image is not put into words. Illustrations of the popular 
Doctor DooUCtle, a classic series of the 1920s “distort the realities of Africa and 
are offensive for their racism . . . Ihe Africans have fat bodies and highly exag
gerated negroid facial features, appearing apelike or grotesque. ( p. 51) Although 
these vaunted illustrations were fomative for today’s adults, aU too little change 
has occurred since. A recent seminar in Lagos advocated improvement of il
lustrated childroi’s books. Admittedly, the impact of poor or misleading pictures 
is hard to assess, yet “an adult observer can readily see the great potential of 
illustraticm in fiction fw providing a distorted view of Africa.” (p. 56)

Part n comprises a systematic thematic analysis, with plot resumes and 
evaluative comment, of d^dren’s fictional genres in works on Africa: local life 
stories; adventure stories; animal and safari stories; historical fiction; fantasy, 
and school stories. An appendix details series publications, including children’s 
fiction about Africa, and two bibliographies, one general, and one on children’s 
books, follow.

Part II provides interest for various specialists. School librarians might 
scrutinize the holdings available to than in the light of Schmidt’s analyses of 
authenticity, racial bias, re(»e8entati(m of outdated ot cimtemporary points of 
view, language suitability, etc. Certainly order librarians and teachers seeking 
outside-reading materials can also profit by checking titles here. Curricular ex-

Charlotte Bruner

perts could cross-check “world view” anthologies and series texts. Both Rngiiah 
teachers and social scientists will readily recognize the propagandistic import 
of the weighted terminology of adjectives commonly describing the African in 
much Euroamerican children’s fiction: queer, frenzied, heathen, dirty, naked, 
passionate, bloodthirsty, simple, barbaric, quoint, hideous, black, u^ly, strange, 
mysterious, unbelievable, cruel, primitive, weird, grotesque, romontic, wild, 
/rightful, hostile, instinctuol, splendid, inhuman, dangerous, formidable, faithful, 
dark, stupid, surly, crafty, greedy, ecstatic, backward, melancholy and terror- 
stricken (p. 65)

When reviewing the list of existing children’s fiction set in Africa, the 
Africanist will note a disparity in locale: 45 pieces set in Kenya, 69 Nigeria, one 
Rwanda, two Algeria, none for Mali. Mauretania, Guinea. The ethnic group 
coverage is even more spotty. The most common hero, unrealistically, is a village 
boy, hunter or chiefs son, “despite the fact that less than five percent of the 
African ethnic groups have gai^ thdr subsistence from hunting during the 
period and that most ethnic groups do not or did not have chiefs.” (p. 64)

Historians may not be surprised that very little historical African fiction for 
children exists, pertiaps because the “dark continent” supposedly had no history. 
In contrast, specialists in comparative education find that the school novel, 
[»edominantly a British nineteenth-century genre, reappears as: “The only type 
of fiction which consistent^ depicts Africa and Africans favorably,” probably 
because the writers were enthusiastically Involved in the idealism of the post- 
independence educational expansion.

In short, Nancy Schmidt’s thematic analysis of a relatively small segment 
of a body of hlerature usually igntx^ or misprised by adult readers and scholars 
provides a significant, many-faceted study of the works in question. She thus 
determines likely sources for much cemtemporary prejudice and misunderstand
ing among peoples of the Hiird and First World. By designating root causes for 
such problems, Schmidt suggests we can, by judicious selection of stories for 
children, eradicate fallacies about the African for our children in their formative 
years.

«
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K War engulfs
\mm Southern

Africa . . .
How far will it go?
And to what extent will foreign 
powers be drawn further into 

confrontation?
Though just as explosive 

/ and economically vital as 
/ the Middle East, southern 
/ Africa does not get much 

f attention from the U. S. 
news media. That’s one 

reason why so many people 
turn to AFRICA NEWS, we

Sugpenge if* a Tale of Imperial Majastiee
Peter LaSalle

J.M. Coetzee, WAITING FOR THE BARBARIANS (New York: Penguin Books, 
1982) pp. 156, $3.95.

Many readers will recognize that the title of this new novel by the South 
African J.M. Coetzee is taken from that of a poem by Constantine Cavafy, who 
died in his native Greece in 1933. Such borrowing seems appropriate, because in 
its careful language and narrative intensity, the slim book does read very much 
like a poem.

Coetzee sets his tale in the harsh, semiarid frontier of a major power called 
the Empire. An aging man in charge of a settlement there, the Magistrate, is 
content to live out his days quietly, administering over the small community, 
visiting a gentle prostitute at the local inn, and collecting anthrc^logical ar
tifacts on casual digs manned by his soldiers. But Colcmel JoU, from the Em
pire’s police, arrives for an investigation of supposed plotting among the “bar
barians,” peaceful tribes who dwell beyond the settlement. He “interrogates” 
barbarians taken as prisoners; eventually a beaten boy gives him a story that 
his people are organizing for war, the child fabricating the information, ob
viously out of sheer fear. Joll leaves and the prisoners are released, all except 
for a young barbarian woman who stays behind, half blind and with near- 
crippled bloody feet, another victim of Joll's interrogations. The compassionate 
Magistrate develops a strange fascination for her and brings her into his own 
chamber, as he bathes and oils her body nightly in a ritual of sorts and nurses 
her back to health. When be sets out on an expedition across the frozen, 
treacherous outlying wastes in March to return her to her people, and when the 
Empire, acting on JoU’s fmdings, dispatches a young officer in the lilac-blue 
unif<»m of the Third Bureau of the Civil Guard to organize a march against the 
barbarians, the Magistrate is charged with consorting with the enemy. His 
agonizing, but defiant, downfall follows, in a long series of humiliations and tor
tures.

as

48 issues per year full of 
solid, up-to-date reporting on 

/ the major stories around the 
/ continent. So unless you want to 

ignore Africa, you won’t want to 
miss AFRICA NEWS. This is a very powerful piece of writing, haunted by Kafka, with the crea

tion of a mythic setting that gives it a sense of the siFreal and, in turn, the sym
bolic, and haunted by Conrad, with the probing of just how dark the human 
heart must sometimes be to act on the absurd hatred that has dictated so much 
of history. Because Coetzee is South African and because the details of the novel 
(the uniforms, the horses for the soldiers, etc.) seem of the nineteenth century, 
it would be easy to view this only as a story from his own troubled land's past. 
But, again, there is something larger about the material here, and it also has 
echoes of the American West, where the American Indians were seen as the 
“barbarians,” or even of Vietnam, where the Communists often were seen as 
the same. Much of the comment cuts to the bone in its universality, For in
stance, when the Magistrate is frustratedly heartbroken at the sight of the bat-
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tered prisoners, he tries to imsgine the way the leaders of the Empire think: "It 
would be best if this obscure chapter in the history of the world were terminated 
at once, if these ugly people were obliterated from the face of the earth and we 
swore to make a new start, to run an empire in which there would be no more in
justice, no more pain.”

The first-person narration is masterfully paced, seething in its suspense. In 
Coetzee’s first hook, Dnsklands, which contained two novellas, he 
demonstrated a striking ability to describe the physical, often in all of its bodily 
rankness, and that ability is as evident here. The scenes involving the 
Magistrate and the young barbarian woman work so well, each character 
emerging as a convincing jumble of strong, and sometimes contradictory, 
needs and emotions. In short, the book does deserve the appellation tour de 
force, and I suppose that for me the sole problem, albeit a minor one, is a 
tendency to overdo and get heavy-handed with a dream of a child in the snow 
that the Magistrate repeatedly has.

In the end of Cavafy’s poem “Waiting for the Barbarians,” the people In an 
unnamed land don’t know what is going to happen to them; the barbarians 
never showed up, and having the barbarians to think about offered “a kind of 
solution,” gave them something with which to occupy themselves. In the end of 
Coetzee’s novel, the situation is somewhat similar. Is our lot as supposedly 
civilized human beings hopeless, and Is Coetzee trying to tell us that we need, 
and always have needed, somebody to persecute and hate? Or is the 
Magistrate, the figure Joll charges with trying to make a name for himself as 
"the One Just Man,” a valid hope? Can we believe in the individual who, 

because be won’t be broken, even after brutally inhuman treatment, can prove 
that history isn’t an unfeeling and frightening machine, and it doesn’t have to 
repeat itself, after all — if somebody just takes a stand and argues for a saner 
way?

Publications

1. The GORDIMER STORIES, a series of films based on seven short stories by 
the renowned South African writer Nadine Gordimer, are available from 
Teleculture, Inc. Each story is set in South Africa and presents critical issues 
in the lives of black and white South Africans, revealing the intricate ways in 
which racism permeates even the most intimate relationships. The series is sup
plemented with a half-hour interview with the writer herself. The films were made 
in South Africa by entirely South African crews and six different South African 
directors. They have not been released in South Africa due to their politically 
controversial nature, but the films have enjoyed a tremendous response in West 
Germany and Great Britain where they were shown on television. For more in
formation, CMitact; Linda Duchin, Teleculture, Inc., 420 Lexington Ave., New 
York, NY 10017, (212 ) 490-0630.

2. Recent publications of the United Nations Centre Against Apartheid NOTES 
AND DOCUMENTS series include; No. 2/83 “Resolutions and Decisions Adopted 
By the United Nations Security Council on the Question of Apartheid 1960-1982“ 
17 pp.; "Register of Sports Contacts with South Africa, January 1,1982-June 30, 
1962“ 22 pp.; “International Policy Options” by Robert Hu^ies, 17 pp.; “ ‘Now 
You have Touched the Women’: African Women’s Resistance to the Pass Laws 
in South Africa 1950-1960“ by Elizab^ S. Schmidt, 47 and “European 
Parliamentarians Call for Sanctions Against South Africa” 10 pp. Orders for 
specific titles or requests to receive the series should be directed to your nearest 
U.N. Information Centre. In the U S. the address is 2101 L Street N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20037.

3. The Library of Congress has recenUy issued ABUJA; THE NEW NIGERIAN 
FEDERAL CAPITAL; A Selected List of References, the sectHXl title in its 
Africans Direction Series. The guide, compiled by Beverly Ann Gray, brings to 
attention works on planning and developing the new city, the site of 
Nigeria’s 22nd Independence Day cel^ratitm that marked the beginning of the 
transfer of the nation’s capital from Lagos. Tlie 14 page list contains 87 annotated 
entries and a map of Nigeria. Also available from the Library of Congress is the 
latest in their Maktaba Afrikana Series, LIBERIA DURING THE TOLBERT 
ERA, compiled by Beverly Ann Gray and Angel Batiste. TTiis Ixblit^raphy 
represents a selection of government documents of the Republic of Liberia and 
books, pamphlets, periodical articles and dissertations about the country dur
ing the administration of Pi-esident William R. Tolbert, Jr., July 1971 to April 
1960. The 79 page partially annotated guide is divided into some 20 sections by 
subject and contains 451 entries. Copies of either tabliography are available free 
upon request from the Library of Congress, African and Middle Eastern Divi
sion, African Section, Washin^n, D.C. 20640.

t
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PubUcattona4. The World Bond s WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT 1983, is now available 
to the public. Ihe Report contains upto^late statistics drawn from data collected 
Iqr the Wwld Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the United Nations. 
Statistical data is arranged for cross-country comparisons and there are 57 tables 
and color-key graphs. Analysis sections include such topics as: “The Outlook 
for Developing Coimtries”; “The Role of the State"; “The Search for Efficien- 
cy”; “National Economic Management” and “Managing State Owned Enter
prises.” The Report is available in hardcover or paperback editions. Prices vary 
according to language editions available: English; Arabic; Chinese; Bahasa In
donesia; French; Spanish; German and Japanese. Rr more information write: 
World Bank Publicatioos, P.O. Box 37525, Washington, D C. U.S.A. or World Bank 
PubUcations, 66, Avenue D’iena, 75116 Paris, France, or contact your local 
distributor.

8. AMERICAN CTVILIZATION ON TRIAL: Block Masses os Vanguard, the state
ment of the National Editorial Board of News A Letters, is now available as a 
4th Expanded edition This 41-page pamphlet succinctly outlines the political 
position of philosopher-activist Raya Dunayevskaya and the National Board of 
News A Letters. This expanded edition includes, “A 19608 View of the Two-Way 
Road Between the U S. and Africa,” by Dunayevskaya plus and appendix on 
“Black Caucuses in the Unions,” by Charles Denby. The pamplet isa useful con
tribution to the growing literature on the vanguard role of blacks in the United 
States and the strategic relationship betwemi American Macks and the 
disinherited of the African continent. Readers may order this pamphlet by sen
ding $2.00 to News A Letters. 2832 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, HI 48211.

5. A new comprehensive guide to the world’s minerals, WORLD INDEX OF 
STRATEGIC MINERALS, by David Hargreaves and Sarah Fromson, has recent- 

d by Facts on File. This 300 page book profiles 37 k^ minerals, 
from the most common, such as Iron and aluminum, to the more esoteric, such 
as cadmium, cobalt and indium, which are increasi^y used in high level war
fare and electronic applications. Details are ^vmi of occurrence and producUon, 
processing and transport, trade flows and history. A cross-reference to leading 
mining and mineral companies is also given, with an assessment of their share 
of world output. The study also examines 34 countries where most strategic 
minerals are mined and rBBned. For each country a profile is given of mineral 
output, as well as social, political and economic factors which affect the securi
ty and future prospects for supply. This book is a major reference work for both 
business and political groups. Ihe price of this book is $96.00 (hardbound). Write: 
Facts on File, Inc., 460 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016.

lyt pubi

Coming Events
Hie 6Ui National Third World Studies Conference will be held October 27*29, 

1963 at the Peter Kiewit Confereuce Center, the University of Nebraska at 
Omaha. Ilie inter-disciplinary fcnmat of the Conference will i^ude such topics 
as “Western Media and the Third World: Is the Coverage Adequate?”; “The 
Developmental Syndrome: Technology and Resources”; “Nationalism, 
Regionalism and Internationalism: Interdependence and the Domestic/Foreign 
Policy Nexus”; Civilization as Hostage: Violence, Terrorism and Human 
Rights”; “IheWorklEcoaomy: TransitionorDisintegratkm?”; “NuclearSpread 
and the Third World”; “Food, Agriculture and Appropriate Technology.” For 
more information write: Third World Studies Conference, The University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 68182, or fkwne 402-554-2391.

6. The Africa Letter, in behalf of the World Fund /or Assistance to African Children 
will publish THE 1964 AFRICA DESK DIARY AND GUIDE. The Desk Diary con
tains over 200 pages with colorful photos by world-famous phoU^rai^rs di^ict- 
ing the life of the African child. It includes infenmation about each African coun
try, geography, climate, currency and the pec^le, as well as a map of the conti
nent and an extensive list of hotels. The diary will also contain dates of holidays, 
a time reference chart, information about transportation, and space for making 
notes and appointments. The proceeds from the Diary will go to the World Fund 
for Assistance to African Children for projects for the welfare of disadvantaged 
Children in Africa. The publication price of the Diary will be $10.00 plus $2.00 ship
ping. Information and OTders for the Diary are being handled by The African 
Letter. 1170 Broadway, New York, N Y. lOOOl.

The Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association will be 
held at the Park Plaza Hotel in Boston, Massachusetts between December 7 and 
10,1963. For further information contact: African Studies Association, 225 Kinsey 
Hall, UCLA. Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Announeement
7. The American Committee on Africa has issued a 4 page publication, 
“Human Rights ViolationB m^partheid South Africa.” by Gall Hovey. The unit 
price is 30c, and 20 or more can be purchased for 15« each. Add 15% for postage. 
Order from ACOA, 196 Broadway, New Yot^. N.Y. 10038.

Monger Africans Library is requesting contempraary and historical ^agrams, 
bon mots, and other quotes on Africa south ot the Sahara. The Oxford book of 
quotations has only five entries on Africa and none by Africans. Send them your 
fav<Mite quotes by Africans or about Africa. Pithiness preferred. They seek not 
traditional proverbs but insightful quotes from speeches, articles, and books. 
tributions will be acknowledged in the book. Write to Monger AMcana Library^ 
Pasadena, CA 91125. V
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Books Received

RUI^4L>«FRIC^N^
PoUUcal Science

AN ANATOMY OF GHANAIAN POLITICS: Managing PoUUcal RecessioD. 
1969-1W2. Naomi Chazan. (Westview Press, 1983) 429 pp. hardback $27.50

APARTHEID: The Facts. (International Defence and Aid Fund, 1963) 112
paperback £3.00

BLACK DESTINY. Stanley J. Goodwin. (Northland PubUcaUons, 1983) pp. 70, 
paperback $2.40
DIE MENSCHENRECHTSPOUTIK DER USA: Ameiikanische AnssenpoUUk 
swischen Idealismos and ReaUsmns 1972-It82. Friedbert Pflunger. (R. Olden- 
botirg Verlag, 1983) pp. 405, hardback n.p.
INTEREST GROUPS AND THE SHAPING OF FOREIGN POUCY: Four Case 
Studies of Utiited SUtes African PoUcy. F. Chidozie Ogene. (St. Martin’s Press, 
1983) pp. 224, hardback $27.50
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE THIRD WORLD: The Experience of Tropical 
Africa. Philip Mawbood, ed (John Wiley and Sons, 1963) pp. 261, hardback n.p.

BdUTARY COUPS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: How to Justify Illegal Assnmp- 
UOQS of Power. Staffan Wflang. (Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1963) 
pp. 144, paperback n.p.
THE THIRD WORLD: Premises of U.S. Policy. Scott W. Htompson, ed. (Institute 
fdk Contemporary Studies, 1963) pp. 319, paperback $8.95

A journal of multiducipUnary 
research on rural Africa, rural 
development, and agricultural 

Edited by Assefa 
Mehretu and David Wiley.
issues.

“An excellent resource for individuals 
dealing with rural development from a multi
disciplinary penpective"

Dennis M. Warren 
/owa Stare University

‘Timely in the topics covered and very use
ful in both my teaching and research"

Bob J . Walter
Ohio University

Past issues have focused on development problems and prospects, 
agricultural extension, employment and labor, land use, rural 
women, geography, education, flolitics, national youth schemes, 
law, population and family planning, ethnohistory, library and in
formation services. Recent issues: “Local Leadenhip in Kenya," 
“Rural Health Problems in Africa,” and “Rehabilitation and Rural 
Development in Uganda.”

EcoBomics/DevelopmeBt

DEVELOPMENT BY PECX’LE: Otlsen Construction of a Just World. Guy Gran. 
(Praega* PufaUsbers, 1963) pp. 480. paperback $9.95, cloth $33.95

FOOD PRODUCTION AND PUBUC POUCY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: 
Case Studies. James Lynch and Edward B. Tasch. (Praeger Publishers, 1963) 
pp. 380, hardback $37.96

THE HEALTH OF NATIOT^S: Mike Muller. (Fabw & Faber, 1963) pp. 224, paper
back $15.96

•IDEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA: Crawford Young. (Yale 
University Press, 1983) pp. 376, paperback $11.95

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION (3 issues per annum); $12 individuals. $18 in- 
stitutioiu, $8 individuals (Africa), $10 institutions (Africa); $15 added on 
for overseas airmail. Please prepay; make checks payable to Michigan State 
University. Order from Bookkeeper, African Studies Center, 100 Inier- 
tutional Center, Michigan SUte University. East Lansing, MI 48824-1035

INTEGRATION, DEVELOPMENT AND EQUITY: Economic Integratloo in 
West Africa. Peter Robson. (Allen Unwin, 1963) 181 pp., cloth $28.50
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WORKING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONMENT: (IntemaUonaJ Labor Office. 
19B3) pp. 81, paperback 12.50SF

SEE TODAY'S AFRICAHistory/Geography
WITH

BLACKS IN SCIENCE: Ancient and Modem. Ivan Van Sertima. ed. (Transac
tion Books, 1963) pp. 302, paperback $15.00 AFRICA TOmY
THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN SOUTH AFRICA: SUte, CapiUl and the In
corporation of Organized Labor On the South African Gold Fields. 1902-1938. David 
Yudelman. (Greenwood Press, 1983) pp. 315 hardback $35.00

Spvciol I98i Summer Tour
To'LA NAMIBIE. Gerard Cros. (Presses Universitaires de FYance, 1983) pp. 127 

paperback n.p. Egjrpf 4 Kenya
with Q stopover in

SHADOWS IN THE GRASS: Britain in the Sonthem Sudan. 1918-1956. Robert O. 
Collins (Yale University Press, 1963) 494 pp. hardback $40.00 leove Jur>e 6. return Jufy 7. 1994

VOLKSKAPITALISME: Oass. Capital and ldeol<^ in the Development of 
Ahikaner Nationalism 1^4-1948. Dan O’Meara. (Cambridge University Press. 
1963) pp. 281, hardback $44.50 Tour Guide; Dr. AkbaralloH. ThobhonI

professor S choirperson 
Deportment of Afro-Americon Studies 

Metropolitan Stote College 
Denver. Colorado 

member. Africa Today Associates

THE AFEUCAN CHILD Afftl'HIS ENVIRONMENT. (UNEP Studies, Volume 
3) R. Ogbonna Obuche and Bar^'bas Otaala, eds. (Elmsford, NY: P^^mon 
Press, 1961) 97 pp., paperback.

basic cost $2,900 from Denver; $2,650 from NYC* 
$500 deposit due April 15fh 

Balonce due May 15thAPARTHEID AND SOCIAL RiSEARCH: John Rex, ed. (Paris: The UNESCO 
Press, 1961) 199 pp., paperba^, nip.

Reference
Co-sponsored by The United Nations 

Associotion. Colorodo Division•AFRICA CONTEMPORARY RECORD: 1981-1982 Annual Survey and 
DoenmenU. (New York: Africana Publishing Co., 1961) approx. 1000 pp. hard
back, n.p. Write for detailed itinerorv ond odditional information

AfVCA TODAY
C O ^roduat* School ot Intornolionol Sluo.w* 

Uniworiitv ot Donvvr 
Don-*' Colorodo 80908

SOUTH AFRICAN YEARB(X)K OF INTERNATIONAL LAW: (Pretoria: The 
VerLoren lYieniaat Centre for International Law, 1981) 227 pp., hardback R18.00

T*l*ehon« (3031 rS3 36^8

Literature

‘Estimates bosed on >963 oir fores. 
Subject to modificotion.

FIREFLAMES. Oswald MtshaU. (Westport. Conn.: Lawrence HUl & Co., 1960) 
63 pp., paperback, n.p.
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■n^ sectloni of the working class are differentiated In terms of the sector 
of the ecOToi^in which they are employed: modem, agricultural, and In
formal. The first section has five fractions: nUrUng. numrfSg 
*>Ktlon, power and transport, and *mdces. all but the r^tively 
m containing a number of diverse elements

•Srlcuhurai
a^n of ttiewoi^^, and the seasonal fraction can be divided Into 

Clements. The informal section of the 
w^g cira has two fractions: highly marginalised (domestic servants,

craftsmen) and wholly marginalised 
(crimtoals). Rich, middle, and poor comprise the three sections of the

lasted from 1964 until 1971, and can be characterized as 
^Justmrat tern tte preceding nationalist period, in which an alliance of 
cla^, led lythe African petty bourgeois elite, fought against 
2jd^«iou^^,acid dlscriml^^ h ^ re^i^t perlo^S 

* P  ̂tourgeolsle coruolldated it. control of

attempted to satisfy their interests and those of multinational ^-nyal 
at th^e time conforming to widespread nationalistic scnUmente

1972 until 1978. It was char«totsed 
^^jrby the use of the one-party system. Incorporating official party

etotus for HumanteTto 
** •*“»««« being granted to foreign

Xon^n^!!!ir“ •> "Jbis class consolidatlorLld
“P«billy given sharp economic dedirm^ the end of the Intense external threat from Rhode^ The cur-

f ^*9“ ■" by open class struggle
In whicl^^^ sections of the bourgeoisie, as well as workers and

i^l^’ 9°'«™n«“ theyT^

Jom«t R. Scorrftt
, con- The most detailed and sophisticated discussion of class formation in

Zambia ta found in the work of Carolyn Bayfies and Morris Sieftel. Much of
their research was conducted coOaboratively, they adopt the 
theoretical f

same
k, and they have pubfished one Important vtlde 

I under joint authorship. Most of their work has appeared under tingle 
I authorship, however, and points made therein wlO be attributed to the ap

propriate individual author.
For Baylies and Szeftel class “... refers to a collectivity of Individuals 

sharing a common position in the production process relative to ownership
of the means of production. It does not necernarlly Imply consdousnets of 
collective position nor political behavior bated on such consdbusness.”" 
They speclty four classes in Zambia, each comprised of positions with 
carefully specified characteristics: capitalist owners, petty bourgeoisie, pro
letariat, and peasantry, each of which is internally divided either vertically 
or horizontally. They present a substantial amount of data which show that 
the size of the former two classes has grown substantially since in
dependence, and especially since the economic reforms, even though the 
true bourgeoisie is sUU minute (91 identtfiable households in the 
mid-1970s). Members of these classes tend to come from relatively 
privileged social backgrounds."

Followittg Erik Olln Wright, Baylies emphasizes the importance of 
transitional or Intermediate positions between these basic classes, and 
places those who are unemployed or are outside of productive relations for 
other reasons outside the class structure. She indicates that high level 
bureaucrats are neither automatically members of the bourgeoisie nor 
comprise a class or even a fraction of their own. ahhou^ they may use 
their bureaucratic positions to acquire capital and thus become members of 
the bourgeoisie. Top parastatal officials occupy Intermedlats positions be
tween regular state Ixu’eaucrats and the bourgeoisie. Their enterprises, 
although government-owned, are managed in accordance with capitalist
principles: yet control of these enterprises does not allow their maiu^ers to
reproduce themselves as a class.**

Given their concept of class firmly rooted in production Bayfies and 
Szeftel assume that the relationship between economic class and pofitict 
may vary widely within theoretically determined limits.

aperiodcf

while

™i a—h z-w..-pfco. «■««. <r
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kl ■ fundanMntal vxl
Horn ol domlnanc* In pcodudlan. But In udi
nunllatatton of potdcal Klfvlly, tlwra li no n«MHiy Idonlllv of pokicd and 
pcoducllon ralallont. k la thli pctdw maniftdallon of Iha rafaUona bctwaan 
daa ikudiira and paMIcal adtvty 
aaaumad."

Or, put In another way;
Anduihanadonllnantdaaalalhailili|acta(andyda,a«analbrlildanllllca- 
Uonaranolalwayaaaptdlorunliofmlyapptad. Caitalnly.tharaalkliaagraa- 
mant about whalhar or not domlnanca ahould ba lakan to rafar to aconomlc or 
poittcal podtton or lavaraga, or to aonw comblnatkrn of tham. hdaad It a 
pradaaly oonfualon on thu point which haa lad to Iha fonniilaaon of polyglot 
calogoilca which combbia logalhar a numbar of atrala on tha baala of Ua atyla, 
prodmlly to tha alala or oftantallon to pubtc pokey, and bdar fconi lhaaa a 
common daaa poalllon. Wa would
ttonofaconomlcandpokllcalpoalllonandlnfluancafocpuipoaoaoflnvaallga- 
lion of Iha pradaa manner In 
ding of tha ongoing procaaa of daaa formation and an aaaaaamant of tha aoclal 
and poktical miportanca of daaa loicaa.-

Baylles and Szeftel ask to what extent the Zambian owning class U a 
ruling class, to what extent It Is tied to and dependent on the state, and to 
what extent the state Is autonomous from It or any other class. They find 
that the owning class Is highly Influential in determining the pattern of 
public policy, as will be discussed In the following section of this article, but 
falls short, by a substantial margin, of being a ruflng class. Dependence on 
the state is Iby far the most important* relationship characterizli^ tids class,

J proportion of thoM with th« moM «x- 
hod com* from, or conllnutd to occi4»y, th« vppv ranks of 

th«t many had 
itlons.**

BayBes and Szeflel also And that state autonomy, while decBnbig from its 
early pSst-taidependence high point. Is still rslativaly 9«at In comparison 
with the late colonial period in Northern Rhodesia-Zamfaia or with advanced 
capitalist societies. Baylles suggests that lelathie autonomy can be 
measured in terms of a combination of; the origin of state funds, formal 
pressure by interest groups representing a potentially dominant class, In
formal pressure exerted through individual contact by prominent members 
of such a class, the location of effective decision-making power, the 
strength of neutral bureaucratic norms, and the class membership of state 
personnel,** and both authors present data on the values assumed by 
these variables In Zambia.

Jbmes R ScontttpokncAl rdaOont m ■ ratbcaon of rab- 
ot and in

John Courtnsy Saxby’s analysis parallels that of Baylies and Szeftel 
with regard to the petty bourgeoisie, the proletariat, and the peasaritry, but 
Instead of capitalist owners he sees the top dass as a "political class’or ^ 
ing petty bourgeoisie," defined primarily m terms of political I 
the interventionist state of the post-Independence period. This class Is 
divided along several overlapping dimensions, but

. . .KaundasiKlacolsrisofiuppartmKlMtatlv.lDo.ikvtrwandchansfng) 
hav< raroaliwd tlw domlnaM fnedon, anloylns conliol of tha hlghat adwloni

d from tntonM poUiieol

b« tht fub^ of MMlySfr, not

within

of powor . . . Th«M tondondn. . . h 
compoflOon btIWMn and within th« dUfcrant cImms of Znmbtm todoty.**

i that tha analytical Npara* Several writers do not attempt to deBnaate Zambian class structure 
and processes In their entirety, but focus instead on the formation and sub
divisions of one class and the conflicts and aUancas In which this class and 
Its subdivisions are Involved. Ronald Ubby and Marcia Burdette focus on 
fractions of the bourgaolsis. Ubby argues that;

Him b t mslordlvieon wkhki Zmbls’« domkisnl daw brtMon s pokScsl ot 1 
■tdo bouigwiWa ml a aubonllnala, Indlganoui capSake-ownlns daw kacdon 
and that MNO aBad to tha dominant atata bouigaoWa ara aUa to ouicompala 
MNCa amad to Iha Indlganoui capttahowntng bouigaobla In tamit of racatvtng
ptaiarrad govammant traatmant."

In Libby's analysis tha two copper mining companies long Involved in the 
ownership and management of Zambian mines fall into the former 
category, while aU other MNCs fall into the latter category. ThU distinction 
appears to be highly arbllrary, as many other MNCs are also In partnership 
with the Zambian government, usually through parastatal corporations,, 
but Ubby raises tha signtficant question of the differing transnational 
affiances of fractions of the Zambian bourgeoisie and their relation to frac
tional conflict.

Burdette also spedfles two fractions (rf the Zambian bourgeoisie, 
which she labels the “political class,” but her division of this class Is different 
from Libby's. Focusing on the negotiations with the International copper 
companies for the Initial natlonaBiallon of the mines In 1969 and for 
greater control of their operations by the Zambian govammant In 1973, 
she distinguishes between "nationalist” and "tachnocraf fractions of the 
political class. The former Is composed of individuals who arc usually 
employed by the bureaucracy or the patty and thus, being strongly depen-

to MMntol for an undantan-

. . . botti tn tha MnM that a
tha Paity, Govammant and paraatatab, and In 
banafttad a» radptanti of iom fundi from govam
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